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A comprehensive anharmonic vibrational analysis of isotopic ketenes has been performed on the
basis of a completeab initio quartic force field constructed by means of second-order Mo” ller–
Plesset perturbation theory~MP2! and the coupled-cluster singles and doubles~CCSD! approach,
augmented for structural optimizations by a contribution for connected triple excitations
@CCSD~T!#. The atomic-orbital basis sets of the study entailed C,O(10s6p/5s4p) and H(6s/4s)
spaces multiply polarized in the valence region to give QZ(2d,2p) and QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) sets. An
iterativeanharmonicvibrational refinement of a limited set of quadratic scaling parameters on 27
fundamentals of H2CCO, HDCCO, D2CCO, and H2C

13CO generates a final quartic force field which
reproduces the empiricalni data with an average absolute error of only 1.1 cm21. This force field
yields a complete and self-consistent set of Coriolis~zi j !, vibrational anharmonic~xi j !, vibration–
rotation interaction~ai!, and quartic and sextic centrifugal distortion constants, providing a critical
assessment of the assorted spectroscopic constants determined over many years and also facilitating
future computations of vibrational state densities for detailed tests of unimolecular dissociation
theories. The harmonic frequencies ascertained for H2CCO ~in cm21!, with associated
anharmonicities in parentheses, arev1~a1!53202.2~2129.2!, v2~a1!52197.2~244.4!,
v3~a1!51415.2~225.9!, v4~a1!51146.0~229.7!, v5~b1!5581.9~17.1!, v6~b1!5502.6~126.3!,
v7~b2!53308.2~2141.3!, v8~b2!5996.0~217.9!, and v9~b2!5433.6~15.0!. The large positive
anharmonicity for then6~b1! CvCvO bending mode, which is principally a Coriolis effect,
warrants continued investigation. Explicit first-order treatments of the strong Fermi interactions
within the ~n4,2n5,n51n6,2n6! manifold reveal resonance shifts forn4~H2CCO, HDCCO, D2CCO!
of ~212.1,210.0,112.2! cm21, in order. The experimental assignments for this Fermi tetrad are
confirmed to be problematic. From high-precision empirical rotational constants of six isotopomers
and the theoretical anharmonic force field, the equilibrium structure of ketene is derived:
r e~CvO!51.160 30~29! Å, r e~CvC!51.312 12~30! Å, r e~C–H!51.075 76~7! Å, and
ue~H–C–H!5121.781~12!°. A natural bond orbital~NBO! analysis shows that the unusually large
methylene angle is attributable to extensive in-planep delocalization. ©1995 American Institute
of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rich history1–33of infrared and microwave studies o
the ketene molecule is a microcosm of the development
modern spectroscopy over the last six decades. Infra
bands of gaseous ketene were reported in a communica
from Harvard in 1937,2 following publication of the liquid
Raman spectrum in the German literature the previous ye1

In the immediate postwar period, this semirigid, near-prola
asymmetric rotor, whose dipole moment is sizeable, w
identified in the 20 GHz region, and thus the rotational sp
trum of ketene became an early target of burgeoning mic
wave techniques, owing to the contemporaneous ration9

that ‘‘its spectrum is difficult enough to be interesting b
perhaps simple enough to be precisely analyzed.’’ In a se
of microwave studies,6,7,9,14ground-state rotational constant
of five isotopic ketenes were accumulated and employed
r s structure determinations, while the relative intensities
satellite bands were analyzed to estimate the positions
low-frequency bending fundamentals. Simultaneous infra
work on gaseous ketene3–5,10–13 and its deuterated
variants,8,11,12which achieved partial resolution of rotationa
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band contours, augmented the microwave data on the m
lecular structure, established most of the isotopomeric set
vibrational fundamentals, and provided tentative assignmen
for numerous overtone and combinations levels, many o
which have yet to be confirmed or reanalyzed in high reso
lution. Nonetheless, a bewildering set of conflicting assign
ments and alternate normal coordinate analyses3,12,15resulted
for the perpendicular bands in the 400–1000 cm21 region, a
direct manifestation of the unusual spectral complexity
present.

The enigma of the low-frequency bending modes wa
resolved in 1963. Refined microwave relative intensity
measurements16 implicated a fundamental lying nearly 100
cm21 lower than any previous assignment, and concurren
matrix-isolation infrared spectroscopy17 provided definitive
evidence for this interpretation. In particular, the pioneering
argon-matrix experiments of Moore and Pimentel,17 comple-
mented by solid phase spectra, revealedn9~b2!5438, 398,
and 371 cm21, in order, for ketene-h2, -d1, and -d2, while
the 750–950 cm21 interval proved devoid of IR-active fun-
damental absorptions previously ascribed to this region. Wit
additional gas-phase data and correct vibrational assignme
5/102(21)/8506/27/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physicst¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8507East, Allen, and Klippenstein: Anharmonic force field of ketene
at hand, a quadratic force field was derived, quartic centri
gal distortion and Coriolis parameters were predicted, a
new hydrogen position coordinates were ascertained fr
a-axis inertial moments.17 The sesquidecade following 196
brought a progressive buildup of spectroscopic informati
on ketene. The hybrid orbital force field method wa
applied,18 the issue of discrimination between alternate so
tions in force field refinements was surveyed,19 the B-type
perpendicular infrared bands in the~n7,n21n8! manifold near
3150 cm21 were analyzed under high resolution to obta
reliable data onA0 andDK ,

20 numerous new lines were ob
served in the millimeter-wave region up to 220 GHz,20,21and
the set of centrifugal distortion parameters was improved a
extended to sextic terms.20,21These accomplishments lead t
an updated force field22 containing 16 of the 19 possible
quadratic elements, from which anr z structure was deter-
mined and Coriolis parameters as well asDJ , DK , DJK , dJ ,
anddK distortion constants were recomputed.

Because ketene is a highly reactive and extremely p
sonous substance, boiling near250 °C and prone to dimer-
ization, some of the early spectroscopic efforts3,10,11 were
hindered by impurities, particularly ethylene, carbon dioxid
acetylene, and diketene. While improvements in synthe
and handling techniques have largely circumvented t
problem, the inherent complexity of the rovibrational spe
trum has been a persistent obstacle, rendering detailed an
ses much more elusive than first envisioned. A very rec
characterization33 of the quagmire encountered over th
years is apt: ‘‘@Many# vibrational bands of this molecule suf
fer severe perturbations, mainly because of the presenc
relatively low-lying vibrational states~n55587 cm21,
n65528 cm21, n95439 cm21!, whose overtone and combi
nation bands are scattered all over the mid-infrared reg
and give rise to Fermi and Coriolis interactions, in additio
to localized level crossings, that distort the rotational stru
ture of the bands.’’ Such intricate phenomena have sustai
interest in the rovibrational spectrum of ketene during t
last two decades.

In 1978, Nemes23 employed a simplified model Hamil-
tonian to deperturb the interactingK manifolds of the
~n9,n6,n5,n8! tetrad, which exhibit strong Coriolis resonance
effected bya-axis molecular rotations. These Coriolis inte
actions were later probed and analyzed in successiv
greater detail by Hegelundet al.,24,30 who tabulated myriad
lines within then9, n6, n5, 2n92n9, n91n62n9, 2n62n6, and
n42n6 bands of D2CCO and extracted the molecular con
stants in the ground-state rotational Hamiltonian of this is
topomer with extreme precision. Shortly thereafter, all fu
damental bands exceptn9, as well as the overtones 2n5, 2n6,
and 2n8, of both ketene and its

13C isotopic derivatives were
reinvestigated by high-resolution infrared techniques for t
first time, the foura1 fundamentals of D2CCO also being
revisited.26,27 These 1987 studies by Duncan an
collaborators26,27 encountered pervasive Fermi resonance
teractions, particularly acute within the~n3,n81n9! and
~n4,2n5,2n6,n51n6! manifolds, which in many cases pro
duced irregular subband origins and bizarre isotopic f
quency shifts. A telling quote27 summarizes the situation
‘‘On account of the wide spread of individual bands in th
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬10¬Jul¬2004¬to¬142.150.190.39.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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gas phase spectrum, arising principally from the very largeA
rotational constant, the possibility of perturbations within th
bands was anticipated. Nevertheless, we were not prepa
for the apparent complexity of perturbation which we hav
found.’’

In order to assimilate the spectroscopic data from th
1987 studies, a critical assessment of all available inform
tion for ketene and deuterated variants was subsequen
executed.28 Notably, the collection of fundamental band ori-
gins and13C frequency shifts was scrutinized for perturba
tion anomalies and approximately corrected for anharmoni
ity, and incompatibilities and truncation effects among
infrared/microwave sets of quartic centrifugal distortion con
stants were exposed. This groundwork facilitated th
refinement28 of a comprehensive general harmonic forc
field ~GHFF! in which constraints on small, indeterminate
quadratic interaction constants were based on restrict
Hartree–Fock~RHF! ab initio predictions. A revisedr z
structure and estimatedr e parameters were subsequently de
rived from the GHFF.29 Despite limitations in the underlying
spectroscopic data set, this force field provides the most r
alistic harmonic potential function currently available.

In recent years there has been renewed interest in t
pure rotational states of isotopic ketenes, interrogated n
only with microwave techniques25,31,33 but also via Raman
spectroscopy,32 which until 1990 had not been applied to
ketene since 1936.1 The number of catalogued IR and micro-
wave ground-state combination differences is now well ove
2000, and these data appear to determine even some of
sextic and octic distortion parameters with some precisio
The 1990 microwave study of Brownet al.31 produced the
first microwave measurements of H2C

13CO lines and sup-
planted the outdated 1959 data14 for H2

13CCO and H2CC
18O,

thus completing the determination of high-precision rota
tional constants for monosubstituted isotopic ketenes. T
resulting collection of empirical (A0 ,B0 ,C0) constants es-
tablishes ther 0 and r s structures of ketene,

31 as well as ap-
proximate (rm

r ) equilibrium parameters,31 and comprises the
foundation for a rigorousr e structural refinement based on
high-quality theoretical vibration–rotation interaction con
stants.

Further extension of the historical progression of effort
to catalog and assign the rovibrational energy levels
ketene and account for them with a comprehensive molec
lar Hamiltonian is predicated on the determination of a vali
anharmonic force field, particularly to assist in the depertu
bation of Fermi and Coriolis resonances and in the interpr
tation of enigmatic band structures. Therefore, in this artic
a complete quartic force field is determined by means
correlatedab initio methods and subjected to a well-base
and limited refinement in order to reproduce all observe
fundamental vibrational frequencies of ketene isotopomers
within a few cm21. The iterative vibrational procedure,
which explicitly treats major Fermi resonances in first orde
yields for the first time a complete and self-consistent set
vibrational anharmonic~xi j !, vibration–rotation interaction
~ai!, quartic and sextic centrifugal distortion, and Coriolis
constants, in addition to harmonic vibrational frequencie
~vi! and a precisely determinedr e structure.
, No. 21, 1 June 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8508 East, Allen, and Klippenstein: Anharmonic force field of ketene
An overriding enticement for pursuing an extensive an
harmonic vibrational analysis of ketene is afforded by th
numerous experiments34–45 within the last decade which
have probed the photofragmentation dynamics of this mo
ecule in unprecedented detail, testing the very foundations
contemporary theories of unimolecular dissociation. Phot
excitation of ketene to theS1 state (Ã 1A9) is promptly fol-
lowed either by intersystem crossing toT1(ã

3A9), which
correlates to CH2(X̃

3B1)1CO via in-plane bent structures,
or by internal conversion to S0, which yields
CH2(ã

1A1)1CO along out-of-plane bent paths.37,40,42,43

Several experimental investigations have quantified the d
sociation rate of ketene at selected energies ranging fr
near the triplet threshold~28 296 cm21!40 to 5600 cm21 in
excess of the singlet threshold~30 116 cm21!.37,39Moreover,
singlet/triplet branching ratios have been ascertained up
2500 cm21 above the singlet onset,42 providing individual,
state-specific rate constants for both theS0 andT1 channels.

Dissociation on the triplet surface proceeds over a sma
3.8 kcal mol21 barrier,40 rendering the fragmentation dynam
ics essentially impulsive and causing carbon monoxide to
rotationally hot in the product state energy distributions.41

The observation45 of stepwise increases in the rate of disso
ciation of triplet ketene has provided dramatic evidence
quantized transition-state vibrational thresholds, a fundame
tal premise of RRKM theory.46,47 Complementary in nature
to the triplet fragmentation is the dissociation on theS0 sur-
face of ketene, which has been established as one of the m
completely and accurately characterized barrierle
reactions,34,36–39,43,44,57thus stimulating the development of
improved statistical models for treating loose dynamic
bottlenecks by means of microcanonical variational trans
tion state theory.48–57 Photofragment excitation~PHOFEX!
spectra have revealed singlet product state rotational dis
butions which are highly statistical, in accord with simpl
phase space theory~PST!, although the associated vibra-
tional excitation probabilities are not similarly
reproduced.34,37,38,43,44Account for all observed experimenta
data for the singlet fragmentation channel appears to be p
vided by a variational RRKM model48–55,57 implementing
the hybrid dynamical assumptions of Marcus,49 wherein the
number of available states for dissociation is determined a
convolution of a direct quantum count for conserved mod
and a Monte Carlo evaluation of corresponding classic
phase space volumes for transitional modes. Both the lo
tion and the form of the hypersurface separating reacta
and products prove to be important,52–55,57 as well as the
joint incorporation of inner and outer variational transitio
states acting in series.57 The crux is that such models canno
be quantitatively applied without improved calculations fo
the density of highly excited reactant vibrational states,
task facilitated by the anharmonic vibrational analysis d
tailed in this article.

II. THEORETICAL METHODS

Electronic energies of ground-state ketene were det
mined in this investigation by means of three electron
correlation procedures, viz., the coupled-cluster singles a
doubles method~CCSD!,58–63 second-order Mo” ller–Plesset
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬10¬Jul¬2004¬to¬142.150.190.39.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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perturbation theory~MP2!,64–67 and CCSD theory aug-
mented by a quasiperturbative term arising from connecte
triple excitations@CCSD~T!#.68,69 In each instance the refer-
ence electronic wave functions were constructed from single
configuration, restricted Hartree–Fock~RHF! molecular
orbitals.66,67,70The 1s core orbitals of the carbon and oxygen
atoms were frozen in the correlation treatments as well as th
associated core-localized virtual orbitals appearing above 2
a.u., thus excluding a total of 6 orbitals from the active spac
in all procedures. The electronic structure computations we
performed with the program packagesPSI71 and
GAUSSIAN92.72

Two atomic-orbital basis sets denoted as QZ(2d,2p)
and QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) were employed here. For these sets th
leading designation QZ isbroadlydescriptive of the valence
sp space, and the suffixes in parentheses specify the numb
and types of polarization manifolds appended to the~C,O!
and H atoms, in order. For carbon and oxygen, the QZsp
basis consists of the (10s6p) Gaussian primitives of
Huzinaga73 and the (5s4p) contractions of Dunning.74 As
such, these sets are not fully quadruple-z in quality—the QZ
designation is used primarily to distinguish them from the
alternate (5s3p) contractions.74 The QZ hydrogen basis is a
(6s/4s) set constructed from unscaled Huzinaga primitives73

according to the contractions tabulated by Allen and
Schaefer.75 The orbital exponents of the polarization mani-
folds are the correlation-optimized values of Dunning,76 spe-
cifically, ad~C!5~0.318, 1.097!, af~C!50.761,
ad~O!5~0.645, 2.314!, af~O!51.428,ap~H!5~0.388, 1.407!,
andad~H!51.057. Generally, thed and f sets were imple-
mented only with real combinations of thel52 and l53
spherical harmonics, giving a total of 101 and 132 contracte
Gaussian functions, respectively, for the QZ(2d,2p) and
QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) basis sets. However, in the QZ(2d,2p)
MP2 computations of higher-order force constants, the su
pernumerary Cartesiand orbitals were not excluded from the
one-particle basis.

Analytic gradient techniques for the CCSD63,77 and
CCSD~T!78methods were utilized in the optimization of geo-
metric structures to 1026 Å or rad in the internal coordinate
space. Equilibrium parameters at the QZ(2d,2p) CCSD and
QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T! levels of theory are reported in
Table I. Selected total energies79 at these struc-
tures are QZ(2d,2p) RHF~2151.784 454! and
CCSD~2152.299 160!//QZ(2d,2p) CCSD; QZ(2d,2p)
RHF~2151.783 560!, MP2~2152.293 222!, and
CCSD~2152.299 067!//QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T!;
and QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) RHF~2151.789 086!,
CCSD~2152.343 744!, and CCSD~T!~2152.370 747!
//QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T!. The Euclidean norm of thet1
amplitudes is near 0.017 in the various CCSD results,
diagnostic80 indicating only a modest degree of multirefer-
ence character in the ground-state electronic wave functio
The equilibrium dipole momentsme@QZ(2d,2p) CCSD#
521.3391 D and me@QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T!#5
21.3387 D are computed as energy derivatives with respe
to an external electric field, in very good agreement with th
observed microwave valuem051.414 D for the ground vi-
brational state.9
, No. 21, 1 June 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Geometric structures of ketene.a

r ~C5O! r ~C5C! r ~C–H! u~H–C–H!

Ab initio equilibrium data
DZP CISDb 1.166 9 1.319 5 1.078 5 121.83
QZ(2d,2p) CCSD 1.159 7 1.315 5 1.075 8 121.97
QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T! 1.165 8 1.318 9 1.078 2 121.89
Spectroscopic parametersc

r 0 ~a, 1990! 1.162 6 ~57! 1.314 7 ~60! 1.090 5 ~18! 123.46 ~29!
~c, 1976! 1.161 ~2! 1.316 ~2! 1.078 0 ~10! 122.01 ~20!

r s ~a, 1990! 1.162 0~721! 1.313 7~721! 1.082 5 ~15! 122.56 ~1!
~c, 1976! 1.161 8 ~30! 1.315 9 ~30! 1.074 0 ~18! 122.17 ~20!

r z ~b, 1987! 1.161 4 ~14! 1.316 5 ~15! 1.080 02~33! 121.978~62!
~c, 1976! 1.160 8 ~20! 1.317 1 ~20! 1.079 7 ~10! 121.97 ~20!

r m
r ~a, 1990! 1.160 0 ~58! 1.314 0 ~62! 1.074 0 ~19! 121.58 ~29!
Empirically derivedr e structures

d

r e~I; ls-ABC! 1.160 30~29! 1.312 12~30! 1.075 76 ~7! 121.781~12!
r e~II; ls-BC! 1.160 31~20! 1.312 12~21! 1.075 84 ~6! 121.789 ~9!
r e~III; Kr- BC, D2CCO! 1.160 37 1.312 22 1.076 11 121.828
r e~IV; Kr-BC, HDCCO! 1.160 36 1.312 23 1.076 26 121.833

aBond distances in Å and bond angles in deg. When appropriate, standard errors are given in parentheses in
units of the last digit of the associated quantity.
bReference 134.
cThe labelsa, b, andc denote, in order, Refs. 31, 29, and 22, studies from the years 1990, 1987, and 1976,
respectively.
dIn structures I and II, ls-ABC and ls-BC denote least-squares fits to isotopomeric sets of (I e

A ,I e
B ,I e

C) and
(I e

B ,I e
C) moments of inertia, respectively. Structures III and IV result from Kraitchman analyses applied to

(I e
B ,I e

C) sets with D2CCO and HDCCO data, respectively, used to locate the hydrogen atoms. The final
structure recommended here isr e~I; ls-ABC!.
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Quadratic force fields and dipole moment derivative
were evaluated via analytic second-derivative techniques
MP2 wave functions81,82and by finite differences of analytic
gradients in the CCSD case.63,77 The complete set of cubic
and quartic force constants of ketene was determined at
QZ(2d,2p) MP2 level from analytic second derivatives
computed at 69 structures displaced about an assumed re
ence geometry. In all numerical differentiation schemes, d
placement increments of60.005 Å and60.01 rad were em-
ployed for the various internal coordinates. The numeric
procedures are described further in Sec. III, where the hi
precision achieved by the methods is demonstrated. Refi
ment of theab initio quadratic force constants was accom
plished by applying the scaled quantum mechanical~SQM!
force field technique83–89to sets of harmonic frequencies de
rived from the empirical fundamentals of ketene isoto
pomers. A recent paper by Allenet al.89 succinctly presents
the formalism of the SQM procedure and reviews previou
applications of this method. In the harmonic vibrationa
analyses, normal modes (Qi) were quantitatively assigned in
internal coordinates by means of the associated total ene
distributions~TEDs!,89–91and integrated infrared band inten
sities were computed within the double-harmoni
approximation92,93 via the formulaAi542.254 72u]m/]Qi u

2,
whereAi is in km mol21, and~]m/]Qi! is in D Å21 amu21/2.

III. PROCEDURE FOR VIBRATIONAL ANALYSIS

The anharmonic vibrational analysis of the ketene mo
ecule is effectuated here by the application of second-ord
perturbation theory to the standard vibration–rotatio
Hamiltonian94–98 containing a potential energy surface ex
pansion through quartic terms. The use ofab initio anhar-
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬10¬Jul¬2004¬to¬142.150.190.39.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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monic force fields in this approach has been investiga
extensively in recent systematic studies of linear and asy
metric top molecules by Allen and co-workers99–104and in a
large body of work by several other research groups.105–118

In principle, this methodology is well suited for the semirigi
ketene molecule, but particular concern must be given
numerous vibrational resonances exhibited by the parent s
cies and its isotopic variants.

The goal of the present analysis is to obtain a quanti
tively accurate anharmonic force field which satisfies tw
primary criteria:~1! the fundamental frequencies definitivel
established through high-resolution infrared spectroscopy
reproduced to better than 3 cm21 and ~2! the reference ge-
ometry for the potential surface expansion and subsequ
vibrational treatment is the truer e structure of ketene, as
derived from high-precision microwave rotational constan
via the anharmonic vibrational procedure itself. Of the 2
unique constants in the complete quartic force field
ketene, only the quadratic parameters are subjected her
empirical refinement through the use of ten variable sc
factors within a generalized SQM formalism. In this way th
goals of the analysis are met with only limited modification
of a high-qualityab initio force field via a scaling scheme
based on firm physical foundations. A flow chart for the v
brational procedure is presented in Fig. 1. The se
consistency requirements for the analysis necessitate a
erative procedure involving the two interconnected cycles
and B, becausea priori neither the truer e structure nor the
empirical harmonic frequencies are known. The generat
of data for the input stream of the flow chart and the ste
involved in cycles A and B warrant separate descriptions.
, No. 21, 1 June 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8510 East, Allen, and Klippenstein: Anharmonic force field of ketene
A. Input stream

Initiation of the procedure requires the determination
a theoretical reference geometry which is expected w
some confidence to be only slightly perturbed from the tr
r e structure. For this purpose the QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T!
structure was adopted, which is shownpost factoin Table I
to exhibit errors in r e~CvO!, r e~CvC!, r e~C–H!, and
ue~H–C–H! of only 10.0055 Å,10.0068 Å,10.0024 Å,
and10.11°, respectively. The set of chemically intuitive in
ternal symmetry coordinates selected for the analysis
specified in Table II with respect to the structural diagram
Fig. 2. It is noteworthy that the linear bending variables f
the CvCvO moiety are defined with respect to the insta
taneous plane of the methylene group and thus possess g
ine rotational and translational invariance.

In the space of the preferred internal coordinates, a r
erence quartic force field was then obtained at t
QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T! geometry by computing all the

FIG. 1. Flowchart for anharmonic vibrational analysis of ketene iso
pomers.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬10¬Jul¬2004¬to¬142.150.190.39.¬Redistribution¬subject
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QZ(2d,2p) MP2 cubic and quartic force constants and ap
pending them to the corresponding set of QZ(2d,2p) CCSD
second derivatives. Because the relative contribution of ele
tron correlation to force constants evaluated at afixed refer-
ence structure generally diminishes as the order of the d
rivative increases,102 the collection of QZ(2d,2p) CCSD/
MP2 predictions is expected to provide a good
approximation to the true QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T! quartic
force field, whose explicit computation was not feasible. Rel
evant data for diatomic carbon monoxide demonstrate th
efficacy of this approximation. To wit, the QZ(2d,2p)
CCSD/MP2 values for f rr , f rrr , and f rrrr at the
QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T! optimum geometry~r e51.1342
Å! give (ve ,vexe)5~2167.4, 12.48! cm21, whose propin-
quity to both the true QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T! results
~2155.2, 11.70! cm21 and their experimental119 counterparts
~2169.81, 13.29! cm21 is gratifying. Moreover, differences in
unscaled harmonic frequency predictions of such an exte
are essentially of no consequence here because theab initio
quadratic force constants are eventually refined in the vibra
tional procedure to reproduce the set of observed fundame
tals.

While the determination of the QZ(2d,2p) CCSD//

-

FIG. 2. Structural diagram for the internal coordinates of ketene. In additio
to the atomic numbering and molecular axis system (X,Y,Z), sign conven-
tions for the linear and out-of-plane bending variables of Table II are de
picted. Forux,y~4,3,2,1! the local axis system (x,y,z) is affixed to the mo-
lecular framework, indicating that the positive directions forS5 and S9
involve the displacement of O1 out of the plane of the figure~1X direction!
in the first instance and in the molecular planetowardH4 in the second case.
Displacements of H4 and H5 in the1X direction lead to positive values for
S6, the CH2 wagging coordinate.
TABLE II. Internal coordinate set for ketene.a

Coordinate Irrep. Scale factorb Description

S15221/2[ r (3,4)1r (3,5)] a1 f 1 C–H symmetric stretch
S25r (1,2) a1 f 2 C5O stretch
S35221/2@b~2,3,4!1b~2,3,5!# a1 f 3 CH2 scissor
S45r (2,3) a1 f 4 C5C stretch
S55221/2[ux(4,3,2,1)2ux(5,3,2,1)] b1 f 5 C5C5O linear bend
S65g~2,3,4,5! b1 f 6 CH2 wag
S75221/2[ r (3,4)2r (3,5)] b2 f 1 C–H antisymmetric stretch
S85221/2@b~2,3,4!2b~2,3,5!# b2 f 7 CH2 rock
S95221/2[uy(4,3,2,1)2uy(5,3,2,1)] b2 f 8 C5C5O linear bend

aSee the diagram in Fig. 2 for the assumed numbering of atoms and a depiction of sign conventions for the
linear and out-of-plane bending coordinates. Definitions:r ( i , j )5 i2 j bond distance;b( i , j ,k)5 i2 j2k va-
lence bond angle;g( i , j ,k,l )5angle ofi2 j bond vector out ofj2k2 l plane;ux,y( i , j ,k,l )5x,y component of
k→ l unit vector in the local, right-handed coordinate system in which thek→ j bond vector defines thez axis
and atomi lies in the yz plane in the1y direction. As such,ux and uy are dimensionless linear bending
coordinates for which the bending planes are defined instantaneously by the molecular framework.
bTwo independent scale factors~f 9 and f 10! for the off-diagonal quadratic constantsF42 and F65 were also
incorporated into the SQM analysis.
, No. 21, 1 June 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8511East, Allen, and Klippenstein: Anharmonic force field of ketene
QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T! quadratic force field by standard
finite-difference procedures requires no elaboration, deta
are warranted regarding the evaluation of the analogo
QZ(2d,2p) MP2 third and fourth derivatives. The following
estimators83 were utilized to determine the force constant
Fi jk andFi jkl in the internal space from analytic second de
rivativesFkl computed at structures displaced from the re
erence geometry by (6D i ,6D j ) in coordinatesSi andSj :

Fi , jk5~2D i !
21@F jk~1D i !2F jk~2D i !#, ~1!

Fii , jk5~D i !
22@F jk~1D i !1F jk~2D i !22F jk~0!#, ~2!

and

Fi j ,kl5~2D iD j !
21@Fkl~1D i ,1D j !1Fkl~2D i ,2D j !

12Fkl~0,0!2Fkl~1D i ,0!2Fkl~2D i ,0!

2Fkl~0,1D j !2Fkl~0,2D j !#. ~3!

The vibrational representation 4a1%2b1%3b2 for the inter-
nal space of ketene allows all constants of the typeFi jk and
Fii jk to be evaluated via Eqs.~1! and~2! from Fkl sets at the
reference point and 13 singly displaced structures. Accordi
to Eq. ~3!, the additional double displacements required
determine allFi jkl constants are of the type (1D i ,1D j ) and
(2D i ,2D j ) only. The estimator

Fi j ,kl* 5~4D iD j !
21@Fkl~1D i ,1D j !1Fkl~2D i ,2D j !

2Fkl~1D i ,2D j !2Fkl~2D i ,1D j !# ~4!

is an alternative to Eq.~3!, but it requires essentially twice as
many displacements and gives no improvement in accura
In particular, the analytical result

Fi j ,kl2Fi j ,kl* 5~1/4!Fii j jkl D iD j1O~D4! ~5!

reveals that the difference between the two quartic estimat
is of the order ofD2, the same level of accuracy already
provided by Eqs.~1!–~4!.

Ostensibly the number of double displacements requir
by Eq. ~3! is two for each (a1 ,a1), (a1 ,b1), and (a1 ,b2)
pair and one for each (b1 ,b1), (b1 ,b2), and (b2 ,b2) combi-
nation, precisely a total of 62. However, ifSi andSj belong
to distinct irreducible representations,Gi andGj , thenFi jkl is
nonzero only ifSk belongs toGi andSl to Gj ~or vice versa!,
in which case theFi j ,kl estimator can be replaced by either o
the two quantities amongFik, j l , F jl ,ik , Fil , jk , andF jk,i l in-
volving a pair of eitherGi or Gj coordinate displacements.
Therefore, it is possible to limit the double displacements
the 16 pairs involving coordinates of the same irreducib
representation. In this study the 40 displacements of (a1 ,b1)
and (a1 ,b2) type were nevertheless included in the finite
difference procedure to ensure accuracy and internal con
tency. The six remaining (b1 ,b2) displacements were dis-
carded from the computation since it was not found possib
to converge the associatedFi j sets with sufficient accuracy to
overcome loss of significance in the resultingFi jkl estima-
tors, presumably because no molecular symmetry rema
after such deformations. All quartic terms which vanish b
symmetry were constrained to zero even though the form
Eq. ~3! can lead to small residuals for certain estimators
these quantities. Each nonzero component of the final qua
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬10¬Jul¬2004¬to¬142.150.190.39.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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force field was obtained by averaging over the collection
available estimators, which were tightly clustered due to t
stringent convergence criteria employed in the analytic MP
second derivative computations.120 Representative of this in-
ternal consistency are the following sets ofFi j ,kl values for
Fi jkl constants:F9865 $0.014 043~98,65!, 0.014 038~65,98!%
aJ rad24; F4422 $1.3702 ~22,44!, 1.3701 ~44,22!, 1.3678
~42,42!% aJ Å24; and F8743 $0.194 55 ~87,43!, 0.194 48
~84,73!, 0.194 54 ~83,74!, 0.194 43 ~43,87!, 0.194 57
~73,84!, 0.194 57~74,83!% aJ Å22 rad22.

B. Cycle A

In this interior cycle of the analysis, the reference geom
etry is held fixed while the quadratic force field is refined t
self-consistency with the empirical fundamentals by mea
of several microiterations on the vibrational anharmonicitie
The starting point of each iteration is the assembly of co
stants which comprise the quartic force field, these bei
generated at levels of theory which in general give residu
gradients (Fi) at the assumed structure. These gradients a
neglected in the representation of the preferred internal c
ordinates, a process which is equivalent to adding a line
shift term to the predicted potential energy surface to brin
its equilibrium point into coincidence with the referenc
geometry.102,121The issues surrounding the determination o
higher-order force constants at nonstationary reference
ometries are explored in some detail in a recent article
Allen and Csa´szár.102

The nonlinear transformation of the quartic force fiel
from the internal to Cartesian space was implemented w
the programINTDER.102,122 Formulas for the higher-order
B-matrix elements required in this transformation are gene
ally known for common internal coordinate types,123–126and
those for the linear bending variables employed here a
available from the authors upon request. A normal coordina
analysis and subsequent transformation of the anharmo
Cartesian force field to the reduced normal coordinate rep
sentation yields the set ofvi , fi jk , and fi jkl parameters
needed to deperturb the vibrational resonances observed
the infrared spectra of ketene isotopomers. The identificati
and first-order treatment of these resonances is addresse
Sec. VI. In addition, the$v i ,f i jk ,f i jkl % data facilitate the
second-order computation95,96,99of the anharmonic constants
xi j , in which contributions from the aforementioned reso
nance interactions are excluded. By subtracting the total a
harmonicities ensuing from thexi j values from the previ-
ously deperturbed fundamentals, a set of empirical harmo
frequencies was ascertained. Thosevi values which were
both firmly established and internally consistent were a
cepted in the final data set, which in this study included a
normal frequencies of H2CCO, HDCCO, and D2CCO, less
v4 andv8 of the monodeuterated variant, as well asv2 and
v8 of H2C

13CO. Both of the included H2C
13CO frequencies

exhibit sizeable carbon-13 shifts and solidify the informatio
base for the methylene rocking and CvO stretching modes.

To upgrade the assumed quadratic force field, an SQ
fit of scale factors to the set ofvi values was performed.
Significantly smaller residuals were obtained by ascribin
separate parameters to all bending modes within the CH2 and
, No. 21, 1 June 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8512 East, Allen, and Klippenstein: Anharmonic force field of ketene
CvCvO groups, but independent scale factors were n
found necessary for the two C–H stretching vibrations. Th
resulting correlation of scale factors to internal coordinates
shown explicitly in Table II. It became apparent in the pro
cedure that the SQM scheme of scaling off-diagonal for
constants according to the geometric mean of the associa
diagonal scale factors is overly restrictive for the CvC/
CvO stretch interaction constant~F42! and its counterpart
involving the twob1 bending modes~F65!. The principal and
nonplussing manifestation of the SQM constraint in theF42
case was not a difficulty in reproducing the heavy-ato
stretching fundamentals but the inability to collectively fi
the C–H and C–D stretching frequencies to within 5 cm21, a
consequence of the substantial degree of mixing with t
CvO and CvC stretches which happens to occur i
v1~D2CCO! ~see Table VII!. Imbalanced scaling require-
ments arising from deficiencies in underlyingab initio force
fields have indeed been documented previously,89 particu-
larly with regard to the stretch–stretch interaction constan
in multiply bonded systems.28,84,127–132Accordingly, the final
procedure adopted here for refining the quadratic force fie
on the set of 27 empirically based harmonic frequencies e
tailed the variation of 8 primary SQM scale factors plus the
independent off-diagonal constantsF42 and F65. From the
updated quadratic force field in each iteration of cycle A,
modified set of anharmonicities and hence empirical ha
monic frequencies results, providing the input data for th
scaling procedure in the next cycle. Once a confirmed set
frequency assignments was established, self-consistency
always reached to better than 0.1 cm21 within five iterations.

C. Cycle B

In this exterior cycle, the vibration–rotation interaction
constants~ai! resulting from thevi andfi jk constants con-
verged in cycle A are used to compute the zero-point vibr
tional contributions to the high-precision rotational constan
derived from microwave studies of ketene isotopomers. A
detailed in Sec. X, these vibrational terms utilized in con
junction with analogous centrifugal distortion and electron
corrections yield sets of empirically based (Ae ,Be ,Ce) val-
ues for H2CCO, H2C

13CO, H2
13CCO, H2CC

18O, HDCCO,
and D2CCO, from which anr e structure of ketene is ascer-
tained by established methods. The key facet of cycle B th
involves shifting the reference point of the anharmonic forc
field expansion to thisr e structure. Once the assumed forc
field is shifted, iterations over cycle A are initiated onc
again. Within only a few macroiterations involving cycle B
the r e structure derived from the output of cycle A become
precisely equivalent to the input reference geometry for t
anharmonic vibrational analysis.

Due to the proximity of the QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T!
equilibrium geometry to the truer e structure of ketene, the
associated shifts in the predominant force constants are sm
and may be estimated without undue effort. For the quadra
and cubic force constants, it is assumed that

Fi j ~CCSD!5Fi j
° ~CCSD!1 (

k51

4

Fi jk
° ~MP2!dSk ~6!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬10¬Jul¬2004¬to¬142.150.190.39.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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and

Fi jk~MP2!5Fi jk
° ~MP2!1(

l51

4

Fi jkl
° ~MP2!dSl , ~7!

where thedSk,l quantities are the changes in thea1 symme-
try coordinates comprising the geometry shift, and the degre
symbols denote the derivatives explicitly evaluated at th
QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T! optimum structure. The imple-
mentation of first-order relationships is essentially exact fo
the range ofdSk,l increments encountered here, and any in
accuracies arising in Eq.~6! from the use of MP2 rather than
CCSD third derivatives are mitigated by the scaling proce
dure subsequently applied to the quadratic force field. Be
cause the observed shift in the reference cubic constan
proved to be only 2% on average, only the dominant stretch
ing terms~F1111, F2222, F4444, F7711, andF7777! in the quar-
tic set were modified. For the CvO and CvC stretches, the
simple correctionFkkkk5Fkkkk

° 1Fkkkkk
° dSk was employed,

an approximation recovering the actual shift to better tha
1.5% in the cubic case, and for the symmetrized C–H
stretching variables, the analogous estimate wa
F11112F1111

° 5F77772F7777
° 5F77112F7711

° 5F11111
° dS1 ,

which derives from the general predominance of higher
order diagonal derivatives for individual bonds over assoc
ated stretch–stretch interaction terms. The required quint
force constants$Fkkkkk

° ; k51,2,4% were related to their third-
and fourth-order counterparts by means of

Fkkkkk
° 5rk~Fkkkk

° !2~Fkkk
° !21, ~8!

in which the values~r1,r2,r4!5~1.122, 1.10, 1.04! were uti-
lized. For the C–H bonds,r1 was explicitly evaluated by
finite-difference procedures applied to QZ(2d,2p) MP2 sec-
ond derivatives, but for the CvO and CvC bonds it was
deemed sufficient to simply surmise therk parameters from
values clustered in the 1.0–1.2 range present inab initio
force fields of HNCO,103 CO2,

114 and C2H4.
99 By compari-

son,rk equals~45/49! for all bonds within the Morse oscil-
lator approximation, which appears to be a modest undere
timation for the bond types of current concern.

IV. FORCE FIELD AND NORMAL VIBRATION
FREQUENCIES

The converged QZ(2d,2p) SQM~CCSD!//EXPT qua-
dratic force constants and harmonic frequencies for the no
mal vibrations of ketene are given in Table III and compare
therein to other sets of theoretical and empirical results. Th
associated QZ(2d,2p) MP2//EXPT cubic and quartic force
constants in both the internal and reduced normal coordina
representations are collected in Tables IV and V. Tabulation
of fi jk andfi jkl constants for D2CCO and HDCCO are pro-
vided as supplementary material.133 To facilitate interpreta-
tion of the force constants, the variables in Table II are num
bered such that the principal component of each reduce
normal coordinateqi for the parent and deuterated isoto-
pomers is simply the internal coordinateSi . The only in-
stance in which this construction is not possible is the
strongly mixedb1 pair ~v5,v6! of H2CCO, for which the
preferred assignments are the CvCvO linear bend and CH2
, No. 21, 1 June 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp



8513East, Allen, and Klippenstein: Anharmonic force field of ketene
TABLE III. Quadratic force constants (Fi j ) and harmonic vibrational frequencies~vi! of H2CCO.
a,b

DZP CISD//
DZP CISDc

QZ(2d,2p)
MP2//

QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d)
CCSD(T)

QZ(2d,2p)
CCSD//

QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d)
CCSD~T!

Empirical
GHFFd

QZ(2d,2p)
SQM~CCSD!//

EXPTe

11 ~a1! 6.2185 5.8518 5.8116 5.880 5.8414
21 20.0973 20.1079 20.0891 @20.080# 20.0881
22 17.2981 15.6562 15.5527 15.44 15.7467
31 20.0699 20.0536 20.0541 @20.064# 20.0513
32 20.0106 20.0114 20.0161 @0.000# 20.0154
33 1.3064 1.2178 1.2530 1.206 1.1939
41 0.0889 0.1076 0.1255 0.131 0.1211
42 0.7914 0.5715 0.7955 0.551 0.5995
43 0.4835 0.4746 0.4635 0.393 0.4434
44 10.1129 9.3820 9.4140 9.244 9.4040
55 ~b1! 0.3461 0.3054 0.3175 0.3342 0.31351
65 0.0756 0.0709 0.0724 0.0677 0.07043
66 0.0915 0.0712 0.0874 0.0879 0.08366
77 ~b2! 6.2036 5.8313 5.7730 5.784 5.8029
87 0.1832 0.1971 0.1913 0.1605 0.1870
88 0.4176 0.3881 0.4096 0.3751 0.3852
97 0.0069 0.0034 0.0072 @0.000# 0.0078
98 0.0976 0.0958 0.0922 0.0944 0.0887
99 0.3325 0.2896 0.3017 0.3240 0.2999
v1 ~a1! 3305 3205 3194 3211 3202.2
v2 2284 2194 2170 2181 2197.2
v3 1477 1419 1442 1422 1415.2
v4 1197 1147 1156 1133 1146.0
v5 ~b1! 606 564 590 592 581.9
v6 529 457 507 536 502.6
v7 ~b2! 3422 3316 3300 3306 3308.2
v8 1036 999 1018 996 996.0
v9 453 420 436 442 433.6

aThe units of the force constants are consistent with energy in aJ, bond lengths in Å, and bond angles in radians; harmonic frequencies in cm21. The internal
coordinate set for theFi j values is defined in Table II.
bTo fully specify the force fields for mathematical transformations, the first derivatives (Fi) at the QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T! reference structure must be
specified. TheFi values in aJ Å

21 are: MP2 1~0.025 010!, 2~20.006 157!, 3~0.003 438!, 4~0.017 154!; and CCSD 1~0.020 071!, 2~0.099 110!, 3~0.002 573!,
4~0.038 001!.
cReference 134.
dReference 28, constrained values in brackets.
eThe experimental reference geometry is structurer e~I! of Table I.
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wag, respectively, whereas the reverse is true for the deut
ated analogs~see Table VI!. As a consequence of the presen
numbering scheme and full symmetrization of all simple in
ternal coordinates, various permutations, sign changes, a
rescalings of previous quadratic force constants are requir
for the comparison in Table III. In particular,
$S1 ,S2 ,S3 ,S4 ,S5 ,S6 ,S9% in the DZP CISD//DZP CISD
analysis of Allen and Schaefer134 correlate to
$S2 ,S4 ,S1 ,S3 ,S6 ,S5/&,S9/&% here, while$S2 ,S3 ,S4 ,S5 ,
S8 ,S9% in the empirical GHFF of Duncanet al.28 become
$S4 ,S2 ,2&S3 ,S5/&,2S8/&,S9/&%.

In Table III the general agreement of the empirica
GHFF and SQM~CCSD!//EXPT harmonic frequencies with
the QZ(2d,2p) MP2 and CCSD predictions computed at the
QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T! optimum structure validates the
reference force field employed in the vibrational procedur
of this study. Nevertheless, disparate levels of agreement a
observed among thevi values for those modes@group A:
~1,2,3,4,7,8!# in which the linear CvCvO framework is
essentially preserved vs the complementary modes involvi
substantial deformations of this moiety@group B:~5,6,9!#. As
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬10¬Jul¬2004¬to¬142.150.190.39.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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compared to the final SQM~CCSD!//EXPT frequencies, the
error range of the QZ(2d,2p) MP2//QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d)
CCSD~T! predictions for group A is@23.8,17.9# cm21 with
an average absolute deviation of only 3.7 cm21, whereas the
analogous errors for group B are~218,246,214! cm21, a
factor of 7 larger on average. Conversely, the QZ(2d,2p)
CCSD//QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T! error range for group A
is @227.8,127.3# cm21 with an average absolute deviation
of 17.1 cm21, while much better agreement is observed fo
group B, the errors being~18, 14, 12! cm21. The excep-
tional accuracy of the QZ(2d,2p) MP2//QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d)
CCSD~T! bond stretching frequencies is clearly attributabl
to the use of reference bond lengths which are slightly long
than experiment,102 balancing with fortuitously good preci-
sion the overestimations which would otherwise result from
deficiencies of the basis set and electron correlation tre
ment. By comparison, the earliervi values given by the DZP
CISD level of theory134 are tightly clustered between 3.2%
and 5.3% above their SQM~CCSD!//EXPT counterparts, de-
spite the proximity of the DZP CISD equilibrium geometry
, No. 21, 1 June 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8514 East, Allen, and Klippenstein: Anharmonic force field of ketene
TABLE IV. Cubic force constants of H2CCO.
a,b

i jk F i jk
° a Fi jk fi jk i jk F i jk

° Fi jk fi jk

111 223.0120 223.2917 21321.03 661 20.1907 20.1902 523.71
211 20.0375 20.0367* 41.17 662 0.1380 0.1390 125.03
221 0.0510 0.0490* 21.81 663 0.7526 0.7583 1.61
222 2107.8994 2111.6545 2334.06 664 20.1121 20.1107 56.36
311 0.1546 0.1529 76.22 771 223.2332 223.5221 21412.36
321 20.0394 20.0396* 46.80 772 20.0366 20.0371* 25.04
322 20.0034 20.0036* 190.25 773 20.4112 20.4126 246.19
331 20.7366 20.7376 264.66 774 0.2078 0.2142 256.73
332 20.1244 20.1268 12.52 871 0.0428 0.0426* 62.62
333 0.3965 0.3907 62.20 872 0.0002 0.0015* 50.62
411 0.1812 0.1927 225.58 873 20.1933 20.1943 330.03
421 0.1620 0.1664 217.74 874 20.3954 20.3923 82.49
422 22.0165 22.0902 2353.39 881 20.2634 20.2639 274.74
431 20.3775 20.3783 52.69 882 20.1383 20.1410 247.84
432 20.0088 20.0087* 247.87 883 20.3713 20.3716 2108.27
433 0.0016 0.0074* 242.64 884 0.2227 0.2280 6.91
441 20.1008 20.0848* 42.14 971 0.0029 0.0029* 246.06
442 21.9590 21.9868 50.91 972 20.0273 20.0282* 229.26
443 0.0786 0.0772* 112.43 973 20.0298 20.0306* 2426.57
444 255.1206 256.9985 2172.29 974 20.0967 20.0987* 2142.52
551 20.0181 20.0177 690.60 981 20.0478 20.0490 2416.88
552 20.6676 20.6793 66.76 982 20.0915 20.0913 66.18
553 20.0367 20.0363 157.74 983 20.0848 20.0853 18.21
554 20.6378 20.6500 120.91 984 0.0062 0.0079* 29.08
651 0.0340 0.0340 2618.29 991 20.0095 20.0089* 537.04
652 20.0467 20.0464 22.42 992 20.5120 20.5183 105.70
653 0.1222 0.1213 2144.95 993 0.0052 0.0044* 264.16
654 0.1457 0.1456 2.52 994 20.3684 20.3767 120.25

aThe referenceFi jk
° constants are explicit QZ(2d,2p) MP2//QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T! results, while the finalFi jk values include a correction which modifie

the reference geometry to structurer e~I! of Table I. See footnote a of Table III for units of theFi jk sets; the internal coordinates are defined in Table II. T
fi jk constants in the reduced normal coordinate representation are given in cm

21; the phases of the associated normal coordinates are selected to be coin
with the positive direction of the predominant internal coordinate of each mode.
bAsterisks are affixed to thoseFi jk elements which contribute negligibly to the vibrational anharmonic constantsxi j .
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~Table I! to the present QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T! reference
structure.

A subtle dependence of harmonic frequencies on the
tally symmetric nuclear coordinates utilized in the norm
mode analysis is inherent in vibrational procedures at re
ence points which are not stationary at the chosen leve
theory,83,102,121as in the QZ(2d,2p) MP2 and CCSD cases
Conceivable alternatives to theinternal set assumed here ar
not chemically realistic, however. Implementation of a Ca
tesian projection scheme102 as an optional approach yield
the following results forv1–v9 ~cm21!: QZ(2d,2p) MP2
~3205, 2194, 1429, 1148, 570, 473, 3316, 1006, 423! and
QZ(2d,2p) CCSD~3194, 2170, 1450, 1157, 620, 526, 330
1026, 472!. The only significant variances with the corre
sponding entries in Table III occur for the group B mode
the differences being most pronounced in the CCSD case
essence, the expected deterioration in frequency predict
resulting from rectilinear Cartesian rather than curviline
internal projection is magnified for deformations of the line
CvCvO chain.

The empirical GHFF harmonic frequencies scatter abo
and below the final SQM~CCSD!//EXPT values converged in
the present analysis, yet no difference exceeds 1.2% wi
group A. For the group B frequencies~v5,v6,v9!, the GHFF
differences are significantly larger, viz., 1.7%, 6.6%, a
1.9%, respectively. The assumption of negative anharmon
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬10¬Jul¬2004¬to¬142.150.190.39.¬Redistribution¬subject
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ties of 1% for CvCvO bending and 2% for methylene
wagging modes in the GHFF refinement28 is the apparent
source of this disparity, because the procedure implemen
here yields positive anharmonicities of 1.2%, 5.2%, an
1.2%, in order, forv5, v6, andv9, in large part due to the
Coriolis effects described in Sec. V.

The individual elements of the quadratic force fields i
Table III exhibit remarkable agreement overall. The tab
lated diagonal constants closely mimic the aforemention
frequency trends. For example, the empirical GHFF valu
of F22 andF44 for the CvO and CvC stretches are;2%
smaller than the final quantities derived here, and the as
ciated constants for the CvCvO bending modes are
5%–8% larger than their SQM~CCSD!//EXPT counterparts.
The converged SQM scale factors for the shifted QZ(2d,2p)
CCSD//EXPT force field, with corresponding standard erro
of the fit in parentheses, aref 1~C–H str.!50.9915~8!,
f 2~CvO str.!50.9744~24!, f 3~CH2 scissor!50.9499~23!,
f 4~CvC str.!50.9598~43!, f 5~CvCvO bend!50.9632~28!,
f 6~CH2 wag!50.9391~29!, f 7~CH2 rock!50.9410~30!, and
f 8~CvCvO bend!50.9768~45!, all of which lie slightly be-
low 1.0, as expected for this level of theory. The appare
occurrences of scale factors greater than unity implied
certain QZ(2d,2p) CCSD//QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T!
→QZ(2d,2p) SQM~CCSD!//EXPT differences in Table III
are merely manifestations of the reference geometry sh
, No. 21, 1 June 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp



8515East, Allen, and Klippenstein: Anharmonic force field of ketene
TABLE V. Quartic force constants of H2CCO.
a,b

i jkl F i jkl
a fi jkl i jkl F i jkl fi jkl i jkl F i jkl fi jkl i jkl F i jkl fi jkl i jkl F i jkl fi jkl

1111 @83.501# 492.25 4443 0.3722 216.27 6644 20.0855 219.94 8821 20.0046* 5.51 9832 0.0952* 216.60
2111 20.0426* 213.93 4444 @285.99# 28.40 6655 0.2055 488.28 8822 0.3232 227.68 9833 0.0169* 2142.24
2211 20.1039* 20.59 5511 20.0477 2407.54 6665 0.1651 2396.35 8831 0.2767 46.83 9841 0.1696* 22.27
2221 0.2830* 6.86 5521 20.0140* 5.92 6666 1.7972 533.09 8832 0.2800 12.30 9842 0.0886* 29.05
2222 @693.05# 164.58 5522 0.9279 242.24 7711 @85.564# 535.68 8833 0.1659 96.91 984320.0249 231.04
3111 20.0992* 247.38 5531 20.0221* 232.24 7721 20.0360* 212.66 8841 0.1669 15.24 984420.4387 222.28
3211 0.0182* 213.90 5532 20.0173* 3.85 7722 20.1490* 22.46 8842 0.1909 15.08 985520.0245 282.91
3221 20.1044* 2.87 5533 0.0041* 31.34 7731 0.1548* 23.86 8843 20.2852 35.30 9865 0.0140 89.76
3222 20.3797 212.43 5541 20.0252* 227.68 7732 20.0936* 218.25 8844 21.0872 24.52 9866 0.0658 264.93
3311 0.0245* 2214.07 5542 0.9886 210.69 7733 21.2527 2266.92 8855 20.0343 47.40 9877 20.0749 264.37
3321 20.1133* 6.94 5543 20.0366 12.18 7741 20.9790 15.41 8865 20.0219 249.91 9887 0.0939* 238.98
3322 0.2422 13.43 5544 1.0102 27.15 7742 0.2005* 25.46 8866 0.0730 26.40 988820.0577 2104.77
3331 20.5858 1.58 5555 1.9313 598.94 774320.0526* 290.63 8877 20.0775 2223.56 9911 20.0429 2301.27
3332 0.2387 6.27 6511 20.0155* 365.31 7744 20.6117 231.28 8887 0.2973 50.36 992120.0887* 8.01
3333 0.0758 50.60 6521 20.0393* 25.94 7755 20.0392* 2456.50 8888 20.1612 72.47 9922 0.3102 290.71
4111 21.3174 21.27 6522 20.0386 249.90 7765 20.0054* 415.03 9711 20.0453* 38.88 9931 20.0469* 32.64
4211 20.0097* 25.53 6531 20.0036* 15.46 7766 20.3480 2377.03 9721 20.0053* 17.92 9932 0.0231* 22.68
4221 0.0912* 24.83 6532 20.1206 2.68 7777 @86.494# 565.53 9722 0.0425* 1.78 9933 0.0728 171.66
4222 11.7763 26.78 6533 20.0133 247.61 8711 20.3684* 240.95 9731 20.0340* 271.35 9941 20.0024* 21.51
4311 0.2820* 272.63 6541 0.0334 18.76 8721 0.0058* 214.25 9732 0.0487* 25.72 9942 0.7185 213.55
4321 0.0896* 21.98 6542 20.0215* 27.70 8722 20.0849* 3.17 9733 0.0478* 3.41 9943 0.1425 68.32
4322 0.4430 229.11 6543 0.2398 28.03 8731 20.0662* 2225.82 9741 0.0169* 92.75 9944 0.6680 24.20
4331 0.1182* 28.29 6544 0.0673 216.31 8732 0.0248* 7.51 9742 0.1108* 24.52 9955 0.4119 125.42
4332 0.2645 23.63 6555 0.0079* 2492.33 8733 0.1825* 10.24 9743 0.0917* 9.08 9965 0.0366 289.95
4333 0.9858 10.55 6611 0.1279 2329.70 8741 0.2083* 277.22 9744 0.2055* 9.83 9966 0.1637 101.43
4411 20.9542 223.52 6621 0.0086* 23.98 8742 20.1182* 20.36 9755 0.0116* 10.12 9977 20.0121* 2314.01
4421 20.7129 6.15 6622 20.1695 280.01 8743 0.1945* 23.01 9765 20.0071* 22.14 9987 20.0520* 21.66
4422 1.3686 51.66 6631 20.7171 27.32 8744 20.4293* 21.93 9766 20.0345* 25.77 9988 0.1421 172.94
4431 20.0781* 21.15 6632 0.2261 1.33 875520.0282* 24.74 9777 20.0666* 218.88 9997 0.0589* 210.38
4432 20.3816 12.42 6633 3.1842 39.51 876520.0086* 210.87 9811 20.0628 246.79 999820.0296 2206.54
4433 20.9443 14.70 6641 20.2984 25.30 8766 20.0408* 21.04 9821 0.0639* 214.16 9999 0.9703 369.65
4441 21.3145 27.49 6642 0.0310 8.70 877720.4930* 6.14 9822 20.1696 244.25
4442 3.2997 214.14 6643 20.0256 32.16 8811 20.0681 2207.08 9831 0.0473* 243.70

aSee footnote a of Table III for units of theFi jkl values; the internal coordinate set is defined in Table II. TheFi jkl constants are explicit QZ(2d,2p)
MP2//QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T! results except those appearing in brackets, which include a correction to shift the reference geometry to structurer e~I! of
Table I. The corresponding unshiftedFi jkl values are1111~82.342!, 2222~668.025!, 4444~276.27!, 7711~84.405!, and 7777~85.335!. Thefi jkl constants are
listed in cm21, and the phases of the associated reduced normal coordinates are the same as those in Table IV.
bAsterisks are affixed to thoseFi jkl elements which contribute negligibly to the vibrational anharmonic constantsxi j .
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The consistency among the tabulated off-diagonal force co
stants provides general confirmation of the previous empi
cal values, and in particular the constraints imposed onF21,
F31, F32, andF97 in the GHFF fit.

The only term exhibiting variations of some severity in
Table III is the CvO/CvC stretch interaction constant
~F42!. In both the DZP CISD and QZ(2d,2p) CCSD cases,
this constant is overestimated by about 30%, and the cor
sponding off-diagonal scale factor~f 950.7318! converged in
the present vibrational procedure is thus small. However, t
QZ(2d,2p) MP2 prediction forF42 happens to be in excel-
lent agreement with both the empirical GHFF an
SQM~CCSD!//EXPT quantities, even though MP2 theory ac
tually overshoots the true correlation component ofF42 to
some degree. In addition, previous studies of ketene28,134re-
veal that RHF values forF42 obtained with polarized basis
sets are too large by at least a factor of 2. Data for th
quadratic CvO/CvO stretch interaction constant (f rr 8) of
carbon dioxide provide a clear precedent for thes
occurrences.100,114,115Specifically, the TZ2P RHF and TZ2P
CISD values forf rr 8~CO2! reported by Allenet al.100 at the
corresponding theoretical equilibrium structures are 2.3
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬10¬Jul¬2004¬to¬142.150.190.39.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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and 1.754 aJ Å22, in order, as compared to the 0.944 aJ Å22

result given by the current QZ(2d,2p) MP2//EXPT proce-
dure. Experimental refinements placef rr 8 near 1.253
aJ Å22,135 a value supported by a recent, high-qualityab
initio prediction115 of 1.230 aJ Å22 determined with the cc-
pVQZ CCSD~T! method. In contrast toF42, the various en-
tries in Table III for the interaction constant~F65! coupling
the twob1 bending modes are quite uniform, although bot
the SQM~CCSD!//EXPT result and the unscaledab initio
data suggest that the GHFF value forF65 is slightly low. The
final SQM~CCSD!//EXPT constant corresponds to an off-
diagonal scale factor~f 1050.9826! near unity. It is only the
relative sensitivity of theb1 harmonic frequencies toF65
which merits the use of an independent scale factor in th
vibrational procedure.

The accurate set of quadratic force constants and h
monic vibrational frequencies established for ketene facil
tates detailed chemical characterizations by means of sp
troscopic comparisons unfettered from anharmon
vibrational effects, including resonance interactions. The u
usually small diagonal force constant for methylene waggin
in ketene~F6650.0837 aJ rad22! is only about one-third of
, No. 21, 1 June 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8516 East, Allen, and Klippenstein: Anharmonic force field of ketene
TABLE VI. Vibrational anharmonic constantsxi j ~cm21! for H2CCO and D2CCO.
a

i j

H2CCO D2CCO

xi j S1 S2 S3 xi j S1 S2 S3

11 226.66 ~30.77, 257.43, 0! 211.88 ~11.56, 223.44, 0!
21 22.04 ~20.15, 21.90, 0! 211.76 ~12.06, 223.82, 0!
22 211.15 ~10.29, 221.44, 0! 28.56 ~8.11, 216.67, 0!
31 25.70 ~253.52, 47.81, 0! 222.24 ~24.63, 217.61, 0!
32 24.76 ~3.36, 28.12, 0! 28.95* @29.11# ~8.99, 217.94, 0!
33 26.29 ~3.16, 29.45, 0! 1.16 ~2.29, 21.14, 0!
41 23.85 ~25.88, 2.03, 0! 27.53 ~217.34, 9.81, 0!
42 213.97 ~12.92, 226.88, 0! 22.90* @35.16# ~20.71, 22.19, 0!
43 22.88 ~3.67, 26.56, 0! 23.01* @241.07# ~3.35, 26.36, 0!
44 21.15 ~1.78, 22.92, 0! 20.82 ~0.79, 21.61, 0!
51 25.87 ~2101.88, 95.73, 0.29! 22.46 ~24.99, 2.40, 0.13!
52 24.25 ~210.56, 5.79, 0.52! 29.27 ~224.16, 13.75, 1.14!
53 11.12 ~7.83, 2.87, 0.42! 3.98 ~27.20, 11.18, 0.00!
54 23.78** @2106.8# ~21.79, 22.03, 0.04! 21.42** @213.9# ~22.06, 0.60, 0.03!
55 0.28* @26.02# ~37.43, 237.15, 0! 2.92* @3.19# ~7.79, 24.87, 0!
61 28.81 ~282.43, 73.33, 0.28! 28.41 ~286.18, 77.16, 0.62!
62 29.83 ~220.00, 9.22, 0.95! 21.59 ~213.81, 12.22, 0.01!
63 6.78 ~9.88, 23.39, 0.30! 24.46 ~1.77, 26.57, 0.34!
64 25.53** @22.70# ~24.98, 20.54, 0.00! 21.94** @7.47# ~8.06, 210.23, 0.25!
65 14.92* @14.91# ~122.06, 2107.15, 0! 5.30* @16.66# ~9.08, 23.78, 0!
66 14.83* @14.12# ~33.32, 218.48, 0! 13.02* @7.82# ~64.00, 250.98, 0!
71 2112.25 ~133.92, 2246.17, 0.00! 251.81 ~62.66, 2114.49, 0.02!
72 20.14* @2.65# ~20.61, 0.47, 0.00! 27.92 ~8.56, 216.49, 0.00!
73 218.42 ~266.73, 47.48, 0.83! 20.25 ~214.17, 13.65, 0.28!
74 23.41 ~27.82, 4.31, 0.10! 211.23 ~226.63, 14.89, 0.50!
75 210.42 ~2114.12, 78.74, 24.96! 20.88 ~20.64, 20.36, 0.13!
76 216.05 ~294.26 58.10, 20.11! 216.53 ~2113.98, 75.03, 22.43!
77 231.17 ~35.35, 266.52, 0! 218.40 ~19.54, 237.94, 0!
81 29.94 ~251.77, 41.09, 0.73! 25.43 ~215.10, 9.02, 0.65!
82 23.28* @26.07# ~26.92, 3.37, 0.28! 25.14 ~210.76, 5.46, 0.16!
83 29.06* @211.94# ~24.23, 233.29, 0.00! 28.08* @25.64# ~22.15, 25.93, 0.00!
84 21.25 ~21.13, 20.16, 0.04! 21.04 ~3.46, 24.54, 0.04!
85 0.45 ~11.85, 211.61, 0.21! 3.43 ~20.93, 21.02, 5.37!
86 8.02 ~6.60, 210.61, 12.02! 20.21 ~2.03, 23.86, 1.62!
87 212.03* @29.24# ~255.89, 43.85, 0! 25.22 ~217.16, 11.94, 0!
88 21.83 ~4.53, 26.36, 0! 0.18 ~0.95, 20.77, 0!
91 21.22 ~275.32, 73.27, 0.83! 20.86 ~241.14, 39.94, 0.34!
92 25.96 ~222.68, 15.04, 1.17! 23.44 ~224.11, 19.28, 1.40!
93 20.86* @23.73# ~42.91, 243.78, 0.00! 0.46* @2.91# ~6.55, 26.09, 0.00!
94 4.06 ~21.05, 5.11, 0.00! 0.69 ~18.11, 217.42, 0.00!
95 10.89 ~31.36, 231.14, 10.68! 6.04 ~5.36, 24.24, 4.92!
96 3.76 ~25.36, 224.92, 3.32! 0.25 ~31.66, 232.17, 0.76!
97 21.89 ~278.50, 76.61, 0! 22.84 ~251.01, 48.17, 0!
98 21.45* @1.42# ~43.24, 244.68, 0! 21.58* @24.02# ~14.95, 216.52, 0!
99 0.68 ~23.10, 222.42, 0! 0.66 ~17.37, 216.71, 0!

aDerived from the QZ(2d,2p) SQM~CCSD!1MP2//EXPT quartic force field. In parentheses the decomposition of thexi j values is shown into the successive
terms appearing in Eqs.~9! and~10!. Asterisks denotexi j constants deperturbed of the resonances identified in the text, whose effects are manifested in
adjacent values in brackets, which include all interaction terms in the second-order perturbation equations.
-
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the magnitude found in ethylene, as first noted by Moore a
Pimentel in 1963,17 and just over half that occurring in
allene.136 Accordingly, v5~H2CCO!5582 cm21 is much
smaller than both itsv7~ethylene! counterpart and the degen
erate v10~allene!, which lie near 970 and 860 cm21,
respectively.136,137For the in-plane CvCvO bending mode
of ketene, the diagonal force constant~F9950.300 aJ rad22!
is almost 25% smaller than the corresponding value in c
bon dioxide, contributing to a harmonic frequency~v95434
cm21! nearly 240 cm21 lower thanv2~CO2!.

135,138 In fact,
early spectroscopic studies of ketene erroneously placed
n9 fundamental at substantially higher frequencies,3–5,10–12
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬10¬Jul¬2004¬to¬142.150.190.39.¬Redistribution¬subject
nd
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and the correct assignment was not ascertained until the ad
vent of matrix-isolation spectroscopy.17 The relatively flat
CvCvO in-plane bending potential in ketene appears to
presage the structurally anomalous behavior of higher cumu
lenones, which is manifested in the case of propadienone by
equivalent, kinked equilibrium conformations with an atten-
dant barrier of 1.0 kcal mol21 to CvCvCvO linearity.139

Selected comparisons for the higher-frequency modes o
ketene vis-a`-vis ethylene,137 allene,136 and carbon
dioxide135,138are also instructive. The relatively large C–H
stretching frequencies in ketene,v1 andv7, are 40–50 and
70–90 cm21, respectively, higher than analogous values for
, No. 21, 1 June 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8517East, Allen, and Klippenstein: Anharmonic force field of ketene
ethylene, the counterparts in allene being exceeded by s
lar amounts. TheF22~ketene! constant is only 1.7% smalle
than f rr ~CO2!, yet the associated CvO stretching frequency
is almost 200 cm21 below v3~CO2!. The CH2 scissor in
ketene ~v3! appears to be within 10 cm21 of v7~allene!,
while the CH2 rock ~v8! is less than the degenerat
v9~allene! by just over 20 cm21. Finally, the deperturbation
and harmonization of the CvC stretching fundamental of
ketene yields anv4 value~1146 cm21! probably 50–60 cm21

higher thanv3~allene!.
Assessment of the cubic and quartic force constants

Tables IV and V is greatly facilitated by previous systema
ab initio studies of vibrational anharmonicity.99–102The par-
ticular reliability of dominant diagonal constants and the v
lidity of most off-diagonal components is to be expected
the computation involves an accurate reference structure
even a moderate level of theory—a standard which is c
tainly attained by the present QZ(2d,2p) MP2//EXPT pre-
dictions. Among the troublesome quantities to pinpoint the
retically are higher-order stretch–stretch interacti
terms,101,102which in many cases are also poorly determin
by the observable experimental data. As anticipated,
CvO/CvC interaction constants are the largest of this ty
for ketene, a calibration of which is made ineluctable by t
recalcitrance of the quadratic constantF42 toward theoretical
prediction. For this purpose the carbon dioxide benchmar
especially apt, since current QZ(2d,2p) MP2//EXPT predic-
tions may be compared to recent QZ(2d,2p)
CCSD~T!//EXPT114and cc-pVTZ CCSD~T!115 theoretical re-
sults as well as preferred empirical values of relevant stret
ing force constants.135 Collections of pertinent CO2 data
~aJ Å23 or aJ Å24 units! from these four sources, in the orde
mentioned, are as follows:f rrr 5~2111.9,2116.4,2112.6,
2116.1!, f rrr 85~23.1, 22.5, 22.7, 22.9!, f rrrr 5~712.7,
693.2, 639.3, 656.1!, f rrrr 85~10.4, 4.0, 9.5, 8.3!, and
f rrr 8r 85~23.0, 2.4, 1.2, 0.8!. For f rrr , f rrr 8, and f rrrr , the
QZ(2d,2p) MP2//EXPT method gives excellent reproduc
tion of the other high-quality results, while for the less im
portantf rrrr 8 and f rrr 8r 8 terms the corresponding prediction
are certainly satisfactory considering the general uncerta
attending these elements. The QZ(2d,2p) MP2//EXPT force
constants for ketene analogous to those listed for carbon
oxide are F22252111.7, (F422,F442)5~22.1, 22.0!,
F22225693.0, (F4222,F4442)5~11.8, 3.3!, andF442251.4, in
the same order and units. The similarity of these values
their CO2 analogs strongly suggests that the level of accura
observed for carbon dioxide is maintained for ketene.

V. VIBRATIONAL ANHARMONICITIES AND
FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCIES

In Table VI vibrational anharmonic constants~xi j ! de-
rived from the final QZ(2d,2p) SQM~CCSD!1MP2//EXPT
quartic force field are listed for H2CCO and D2CCO. As
documented in a supplementary tabulation,133 very similar
albeit distinguishablexi j results are obtained from the un
modified QZ(2d,2p) CCSD1MP2//QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d)
CCSD~T! reference force constants. To elucidate the fact
governing thexi j values, decompositions are provided
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬10¬Jul¬2004¬to¬142.150.190.39.¬Redistribution¬subject
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Table VI into the total quartic~S1!, cubic ~S2!, and Coriolis
~S3! contributions comprising the successive terms in brace
in the following formulas:95,96

x i i5S11S25H 1

16
f i i i i J 1H 2

5

48

f i i i
2

v i

2
1

16 (
i

* f i i j
2 ~8v i

223v j
2!

v i~4v i
22v j

2! J ~9!

and

x i j5S11S21S3

5H 14 f i i j j J 1H 2
1

4 (
k

f i ikfk j j

vk

2
1

2 (
k

* f i jk
2 vk~vk

22v i
22v j

2!

@~v i1v j !
22vk

2#@~v i2v j !
22vk

2# J
1H @Ae~z i j

a !21Be~z i j
b !21Ce~z i j

c !2#S v i

v j
1

v j

v i D J .
~10!

Through the S2 components, resonances of the type
(v i ,2v j ) and (v i ,v j1vk) adversely affect the$x i j ,x j j %
and $x i j ,x ik ,x jk% manifolds, respectively, and appropriate
replacement equations99,100must be invoked to deperturb the
anharmonic constants of these interactions, as signified b
the asterisks appearing in the above summations. In Table V
each occurrence of an asterisk correspondingly denotes th
removal of a particular resonance term in deperturbing axi j
value, and accompanying entries in brackets reveal the quan
titative effects of these resonances, which are explicitly iden
tified and properly treated in Sec. VI.

The diagonal anharmonic constants for the stretching
modes of both H2CCO and D2CCO are comprised of nega-
tive cubic terms compensated by positive quartic contribu-
tions smaller in magnitude by roughly a factor of 2, a typical
balance for strong chemical bonds. In contrast, for the group
B modes~5,6,9! involving substantial CvCvO deforma-
tion,S1 either cancels or actually supersedesS2. The case of
x66~H2CCO! is most conspicuous—the quartic term engen-
ders an unusually large constant greater than 14 cm21 regard-
less of whether the~v4,2v6! resonance interaction is in-
cluded. Nevertheless, bothx55 and x99 of the parent
isotopomer are less than10.7 cm21, but in the former in-
stance only because the~v4,2v5! interaction is excluded.
Since perdeuteration unmixes the~v5,v6! pair, the behavior
of x55 and x66 for D2CCO is intermediate between the ex-
tremes observed for H2CCO. There are five constants for the
two isotopomers for which theS3 contribution greatly ex-
ceeds 5 cm21. Each case entails an interaction of a (b1 ,b2)
pair of modes via theAep̂a

2 term in theJ50 Hamiltonian
involving the vibrational angular momentum component
p̂a5( i j z i j

a Q̂i P̂j about the moleculara axis.
96 It is clearly the

magnitude of theAe rotational constants of H2CCO ~9.5
cm21! and D2CCO ~4.7 cm21! which engenders the large
Coriolis effects. Finally, by successive recomputations of the
, No. 21, 1 June 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8518 East, Allen, and Klippenstein: Anharmonic force field of ketene
TABLE VII. Summary of final vibrational analysis for H2CCO, HDCCO, and D2CCO.
a

Mode Description v DAnh DRes DCor n Expt.b IR intensityc TEDd

H2CCO
n1 ~a1! C–H sym. str. 3202.2 2129.3 21.0 1.1 3073.0 3070.4 32.0 S1~99!
n2 C5O ~asym.! str. 2197.2 245.9 0 1.5 2152.8 2152.6 529.3 S2(70)2S4(30)
n3 CH2 scissor 1415.2 225.3 21.4 0.8 1389.3 1386.6e 17.2 S3(83)2S4(12)2S2(5)
n4 C5C ~sym.! str. 1146.0 217.7 212.1 0.1 1116.3 ~1116.0! 0.8 S4(58)1S2(25)1S3(17)
n5 ~b1! CH2 wag 581.9 211.5 0 18.6 589.0 587.3 42.8 S6(58)1S5(42)
n6 C5C5O linear bend 502.6 7.8 0 18.5 528.9 528.4 88.5 S5(58)2S6(42)
n7 ~b2! C–H asym. str. 3308.2 2172.7 8.4 23.0 3166.9 3165.4e 11.4 S7~100!
n8 CH2 rock 996.0 224.5 0 6.6 978.1 977.8 3.5 S8(78)1S9(22)
n9 C5C5O linear bend 433.6 23.0 0 8.0 438.6 439.0 2.4 S9(78)2S8(22)
HDCCO
n1 ~a8! C–D str. 2398.8 281.1 24.3 4.4 2317.8 2318.9 64.7 S1(53)2S7(41)2S4(4)
n2 C5O ~asym.! str. 2187.9 245.2 0 1.5 2144.2 2142.4 484.2 S2(69)2S4(26)
n3 CHD scissor 1315.1 224.9 0 0.7 1290.9 1292 11.2 S3(58)2S4(27)2S2(11)
n4 C5C ~sym.! str. 1107.6 220.6 210.0 0.9 1077.9 ~1084.9! 2.1 S4(40)1S3(29)1S2(17)1S8(12)
n5 ~a9! C5C5O linear bend 547.7 23.9 0 9.3 553.1 555.3 7.5 S5(85)1S6(15)
n6 CHD wag 476.4 3.7 0 17.0 497.1 496.8 98.2 S6(85)2S5(15)
n7 ~a8! C–H str. 3259.3 2154.5 0 12.9 3117.7 3117.3 20.0 S7(57)1S1(43)
n8 CHD rock 878.6 224.7 0 4.4 858.3 ~867.1! 3.8 S8(54)1S9(29)2S3(13)
n9 C5C5O linear bend 396.7 23.1 0 5.0 398.6 397.6 2.1 S9(68)2S8(31)
D2CCO
n1 ~a1! C–D sym. str. 2345.5 279.9 0 0.9 2266.5 2267.3 152.6 S1(83)2S4(10)1S2(6)
n2 C5O ~asym.! str. 2173.0 244.0 @212.2#f 1.4 2118.2 2120.5 405.6 S2(65)2S4(21)2S1(14)
n3 C5C ~sym.! str. 1239.2 219.3 4.8 0.3 1225.0 1225 4.6 S4(53)2S3(23)1S2(22)
n4 CD2 scissor 925.5 216.2 12.2 0.4 921.9 924.7 4.7 S3(77)1S4(16)1S2(7)
n5 ~b1! C5C5O linear bend 533.8 2.3 0 5.9 542.0 541.2 0.5 S5~103!
n6 CD2 wag 421.5 20.8 0 13.0 433.7 434.7 79.6 S6~103!
n7 ~b2! C–D asym. str. 2466.0 296.8 0 11.7 2380.9 2383.3 6.8 S7~100!
n8 CD2 rock 861.9 215.2 0 3.9 850.6 851.7 3.7 S8(63)1S9(37)
n9 C5C5O linear bend 370.7 23.0 0 3.7 371.4 371.6g 1.9 S9(63)2S8(37)

aQZ(2d,2p) SQM~CCSD!1MP2//EXPT values~in cm21! are given for the harmonic frequencies~vi!, anharmonicity components~Di!, and fundamental
vibrational frequencies~ni!. DAnh is the principal component of the fundamental frequency arising from the anharmonicity of the potential energy su
while DCor andDResare additional contributions due to Coriolis effects and specific vibrational resonances, respectively.
bEmpirical fundamental frequencies, as collected in Ref. 28, unless otherwise noted. Questionable assignments appear in parentheses.
cTheoretical infrared intensities~km mol21! within the double-harmonic approximation based on the unscaled QZ(2d,2p) MP2 quadratic force constants and
dipole-moment derivatives.
dThe percentage proportionsk of the total energy~kinetic and potential! of each normal vibration attributable to the individual internal coordinatesSi are
indicated asSi(k) entries ~see Ref. 89!. The signs preceding these entries denote the relative phases of the internal coordinates in the norma
eigenvectors. The phases for HDCCO correspond to deuteration at position H4 in Fig. 2.
eThe n3 andn7 frequencies of CH2CO are resonance-perturbed values from Refs. 27 and 26, respectively.
fThe combination bandn31n452158.6 cm21 observed by Moore and Pimentel~Ref. 17! is utilized in this case to ascertain the magnitude of the resonan
splitting.
gReference 30.
al
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xi j constants, it is possible to identify a set of internal forc
field elements which negligibly affect the anharmonic vibra
tional analysis. Adopting the criterion that theFi jk andFi jkl

values included in the set must individually andcollectively
alter no anharmonic constant by more than 0.25 cm21, the
elements labeled by asterisks in Tables IV and V are iden
fied. In brief, it appears that 18 of 56 cubic and 76 of 16
quartic constants can be eliminated with minimal cons
quences in future vibrational studies of ketene.

A summary of the final vibrational analysis of keten
isotopomers is presented in Table VII, which lists mode a
signments, harmonic and fundamental frequencies, anharm
nicity components, infrared intensities, and total energy d
tributions ~TEDs!. The summary data show that the
fundamental frequencies of the modes included in the SQ
refinement are reproduced to within 2.8 cm21 in all cases, the
average absolute deviation being a mere 1.1 cm21. Much
larger residuals of 7.0 and 8.8 cm21, respectively, are found
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬10¬Jul¬2004¬to¬142.150.190.39.¬Redistribution¬subject
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for n4 and n8 of HDCCO, revealing the dubiosity of these
assignments and the need for an improved experiment
analysis of these bands. Each total anharmonicit
(D i[n i2v i) in Table VII is partitioned into the principal
anharmonic term~DAnh! arising from theS11S2 component
of thexi j constants, the Coriolis contribution~DCor! given by
correspondingS3 quantities, and in cases a resonance spli
ting explicitly determined by a first-order treatment~Sec.
VI !. For n7~H2CCO!, n2~D2CCO!, andn4 of each species, a
uDResu value exceeding 8 cm

21 is observed, demonstrating the
importance of resonance interactions in the vibrational trea
ment, notwithstanding the greater chemical significance a
tributable to the total anharmonicities~D*5DAnh1DCor! of
the unperturbed fundamentals. Some features of the TED
were mentioned previously, viz., variations upon deuteratio
of the (S5 ,S6) mixing in ~v5,v6! and the noticeable (S1 ,S2)
mixing in ~v1,v2! of D2CCO; relevant aspects of the IR in-
, No. 21, 1 June 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE VIII. Carbon-13 isotopic shifts~cm21! of ketene fundamentals.a

H2
13CCO H2C

13CO

Dv Dn Obs. Dv Dn Obs.

n1 ~a1! 25.82 25.76b 25.6 20.05 20.28b 20.1
n2 25.30 26.02 25.4c 259.76 256.52 256.6
n3 213.57 212.21* 212.4* 20.02 20.25* •••
n4 216.48 215.51* ••• 20.86 20.83* •••
n5 ~b1! 20.34 20.44 20.4 26.06 25.30 25.4
n6 25.68 25.78 25.5 28.90 29.97 29.7
n7 ~b2! 213.86 213.55d 213.8d 0.00 25.10d 24.2d

n8 28.07 27.76 27.8 210.24 210.24 210.4
n9 20.08 20.02 ••• 27.74 27.47 •••

aTheDv andDn isotopic shifts are derived from the QZ(2d,2p) SQM~CCSD!1MP2//EXPT quartic force field; asterisks denote deperturbed quantities. T
observed shifts in the empirical fundamentals result from the recent high-resolution spectroscopic analyses of Duncan and collaborators~Refs. 26–28!.
bIncluding the~n1,n412n8! resonance interaction gives24.49 and11.21 cm21 for H2

13CCO and H2C
13CO, respectively.

cEstimated in Ref. 27 by visual inspection of the spectrum.
dThe corresponding deperturbedn7 shifts are~Dn* , obs.!5~212.31,213.6! and ~0.00, 0.0! cm21 for H2

13CCO and H2C
13CO, respectively.
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tensity and TED data for the~v3,v4! series are considered in
Sec. VI.

For the group A modes~1,2,3,4,7,8! of ketene, theD i*
anharmonicities lie well within the corresponding ranges o
served for carbon dioxide, ethylene, and formaldehyde. F
example, the CvCvO stretching vibrations of H2CCO ex-
hibit the anharmonicitiesD2*5244.4 and D4*5217.6
cm21, whereas for CO2 the corresponding~empirical!
values138 are 247.2 and220.7 cm21, in order. Likewise,
D3* 5 224.5 and D8* 5 217.9 cm21 of H2CCO
correlate well with the anharmonicities of theag CH2 scissor
~D35222.1 cm21! andb1g CH2 rock ~D65220.1 cm21! in
ethylene, as evaluated at the DZP RHF//DZP RHF level
theory.99 At variance with the ordinary anharmonic charac
teristics of their complementary modes, the group B vibr
tions ~5,6,9! exhibit an intricate interplay ofDAnh andDCor
effects. According to the TED analysis, the normal coord
nates forv5 andv6 transform smoothly upon successive deu
teration from roughly equalcisandtransmixtures of the two
b1 components to essentially pure CvCvO bend and CH2
wag vibrations, respectively. Since the degree of CvCvO
bending in each normal mode evidently determines the re
tive extent of positive anharmonicity, contravariant ascen
ing and descending~H2CCO, HDCCO, D2CCO! series of
DAnh values result for the twob1 vibrations:DAnh,55~211.5,
23.9,12.3! andDAnh,65~17.8,13.7,20.8! cm21. Concur-
rently, the correspondingDCor quantities form decreasing se-
quences,DCor,55~118.6, 19.3, 15.9! and DCor,65~118.5,
117.0, 113.0! cm21, because theAe molecular rotational
constant diminishes upon deuteration. The preponderance
the Coriolis terms yields the total anharmonicity serie
D55~17.1, 15.4, 18.2! and D65~126.3, 120.7, 113.2!
cm21, in which only positive values appear. Clearly th
source of the large positive anharmonicity predicted fo
n6~H2CCO! is a propitious superposition ofDAnh and DCor
effects. For theb2 CvCvO bend~v9!, which involves sig-
nificant trans coupling with the methylene rock, the charac
ter of the normal vibration is changed much less by deute
tion than in thev5 andv6 examples. As a consequence, a
DAnh,9 values lie near23 cm21, resulting in a series of posi-
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬10¬Jul¬2004¬to¬142.150.190.39.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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tive total anharmonicities,D95~15.0,11.9,10.7! cm21, of
limited magnitude with variations governed by the underly
ing Coriolis terms.

The carbon-13 isotopic shifts of the fundamental fre
quencies of H2CCO derived from the QZ(2d,2p)
SQM~CCSD!1MP2//EXPT quartic force field are listed in
Table VIII and compared to experimental observations.26–28

Only the CvO stretching~n2! and CH2 rocking ~n8! funda-
mentals of H2C

13CO were included in the SQM refinement
of the quadratic force field, the reproduction of the corre
sponding empirical frequencies being better than 0.5 cm21 in
both instances. Therefore, the excellent agreement betwe
the observed and computed isotopic shifts over the ent
data set in Table VIII provides independent confirmation o
the anharmonic force field. Carbon-13 shifts of band system
ascribed to the CvC stretching fundamental~n4! have been
observed27 but are not listed in Table VIII because the analy
sis of the~n4, 2n5, 2n6, n51n6! Fermi tetrad in Sec. VI re-
veals perplexing inconsistencies in the experimental assig
ments. The anharmonic contribution to the vibrational shift
of the carbon-13 isotopomers exceeds 0.5 cm21 only for ~n2,
n3, n4! of H2

13CCO and~n2, n5, n6, n7! of H2C
13CO. For

each of the H2C
13CO shifts in this set, the anharmonic term

brings the computed and observed values into strikingly be
ter agreement. Only forn2~H2

13CCO! is a marginal deterio-
ration found, but this occurrence is almost certainly a cons
quence of the confused structure encountered
experimental work on the band system of this isotopome
which precluded detailed assignments and necessitated
sual estimation of the band origin.27 The anharmonic effects
on n7~H2C

13CO! are particularly notable in that both the har-
monic frequency and the deperturbed fundamental exhib
carbon-13 shifts of less than 0.01 cm21, while the observed
shift26 of 24.2 cm21 is accounted for nicely by the isotopic
variation of the computed resonance splitting within the~n7,
n21n8! doublet~see Sec. VI!.

VI. VIBRATIONAL RESONANCES

In Table IX the resonance manifolds in H2CCO,
HDCCO, and D2CCO are identified from which significant
, No. 21, 1 June 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp



8520 East, Allen, and Klippenstein: Anharmonic force field of ketene
TABLE IX. Vibrational resonance interactions for isotopomers of ketene.a

E62E6
0 5DRes52W2/L

Resonance DRes W L

H2CCO ~n1, n412n8! 20.98 f8841/A32 5 2.69 n4* 2 n1 1 2(n8 1 x88 1 x84) 5 7.4
~n3, n81n9! 21.44 f983/A856.44 n8 1 n9 2 n3 1 x98* 5 28.8

~n4, 2n5, 2n6, n51n6! 212.08 ••• •••
~n7, n21n8! 18.37 f872/A8517.90 n2 1 n8 2 n7 1 x82* 5 238.3

HDCCO ~n1, n31n4! 24.30 f431/A85215.46 n3 1 n4* 2 n1 1 x43* 5 55.6
~n4, 2n5, 2n6, n51n6! 210.03 ••• •••

D2CCO ~n2, n31n4!
b 212.22 f432/A8517.78 aW/(1 2 A12a2) 5 25.9

~n3, n81n9! 14.84 f983/A853.99 n8 1 n9 2 n3 1 x98* 5 23.3
~n4, 2n5, 2n6, n51n6! 112.23 ••• •••

aAll values in cm21.
ba[~f432/&!@~n31n4!2n2#

2150.9335.
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perturbations of fundamental levels originate. The candida
~n2,2n4! interaction of HDCCO was excluded from the se
because it perturbs the CvO stretching fundamental~n2! by
only 0.3 cm21, a value reproduced almost exactly by inclu
sion of the ~v2,2v4! terms for the relevantxi j constants.
Apart from the~n4, 2n5, 2n6, n51n6! Fermi tetrads for the
three isotopomers, the identified resonances involve only tw
interacting states, and the corresponding splittings~DRes! of
the upper and lower unperturbed levels~E6

0 ! caused by the
coupling matrix elements (W) within the 232 secular equa-
tion can be expressed as

DRes5E62E6
0 52W2/~E7

0 2E6!, ~11!

whereE6 denotes the final, perturbed levels. Except in th
D2CCO ~n2,n31n4! case, the separation parameter
L5E7

0 2E6 for the (n i ,n j1nnk) resonances were com-
puted asn j1nnk2n i1lAnh using empirical fundamental fre-
quencies for all (n i ,n j ,nk) quantities, lessn4* , and theoreti-
cal lAnh anharmonic corrections from the deperturbedxi j
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬10¬Jul¬2004¬to¬142.150.190.39.¬Redistribution¬subject
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values derived in this study. The deperturbedn4* frequencies
were taken from the Fermi tetrad analysis described belo
~see Table X!. For all resonances, values ofW were obtained
by the analytic reduction of matrix elements of the connect
ing anharmonic terms in the QZ(2d,2p) SQM~CCSD!
1MP2//EXPT force field within the normal mode approxi-
mation for the interacting vibrational states. Some
comparisons are possible of the quantities thus compute
with effectiveW parameters deduced by empirical depertur
bation analyses of ketene fundamentals. Notably, theW en-
tries in Table IX for the~n3, n81n9! and ~n7, n21n8! inter-
actions of the parent isotopomer, 6.4 and 17.9 cm21,
respectively, are in excellent agreement with the analogou
empirical parametersW983'5.0 andW872516.0 cm21.26,27

The principal merit of Eq.~11! is that it determinesDRes
from related empirical fundamental levels and complemen
tary theoretical data alone, i.e., the spectroscopic band orig
of the perturbed combination leveln j1nnk is not required.
However, for D2CCO the collective uncertainty involved in
TABLE X. Data for n4 Fermi resonance tetrad of isotopomers of ketene.a

H2CCO H2
13CCO H2C

13CO HDCCO D2CCO

n4* w51128.1 w215.5 w20.8 w240.5 u5912.5
~2n5!* x51173.2 x21.8 x210.3 1116.2 1088.2
~2n6!* y51067.0 y211.0 y220.9 1006.1 n5879.9
~n51n6!* z51120.7 z26.3 z214.0 1052.6 977.7
f554 120.91 110.34 118.37 105.01 35.04
f664 56.36 52.62 55.51 46.94 117.08
f654 2.52 10.02 6.96 34.28 52.14
x55* 0.28 20.21 0.55 2.78 2.92
x66* 14.83 14.81 12.54 18.73 13.02
x65* 14.92 13.81 18.28 1.56 5.30
l1

b 1188.7~1188.7! 1182.6~1182.5! 1180.0~1179.6! 1132.6 1088.7
l2 1120.8 1115.3 1113.4 1077.6 983.1
l3 1116.0~1116.0! 1103.8 1106.0 1048.1 924.7~924.7!
l4 1063.5~1063.5! 1052.8~1053.5! 1043.6~1051.0! 1004.2 861.8~861.8!
C1 0.89u020&10.46u100& 0.93u020&10.37u100& 0.86u020&10.50u100& 0.84u020&10.53u100& 1.00u020&
C2 0.99u011&10.14u100& 0.96u011&10.25u100& 0.81u100&20.48u020& 0.76u100&20.52u020& 0.96u011&10.28u100&

20.12u020& 10.17u002&10.30u011& 10.13u002&10.37u011&
C3 0.85u100&20.45u020& 0.86u100&20.35u020& 0.95u011&20.26u100& 0.92u011&20.34u100& 0.80u100&10.52u002&

10.24u002&20.16u011& 10.24u002&20.29u011& 10.13u020& 10.13u020&20.10u002& 20.28u011&
C4 0.97u002&20.25u100& 0.97u002&20.24u100& 0.98u002&20.18u100& 0.99u002&20.16u100& 0.85u002&20.52u100&

aAll data for matrix elements and eigenvalues in cm21. See the text for details.
bEmpirical values from Refs. 26, 27, and 30 in parentheses.
, No. 21, 1 June 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8521East, Allen, and Klippenstein: Anharmonic force field of ketene
deperturbing bothn3 andn4 renders Eq.~11! ineffective for
the ~n2,n31n4! resonance. To circumvent this problem, th
identity

E6
0 5 1

2~E11E2!6 1
2A~E12E2!224W2 ~12!

was employed to obtain the seemingly recondite express
appearing as a special case forL in Table IX, the evaluation
of which is made possible by an earlier spectroscop
observation17 of a Q-branch center at 2158.6 cm21 attribut-
able to the perturbed~n31n4! combination level. The deper-
turbed CvO stretching fundamental for D2CCO ascertained
in this manner is fit consistently by the QZ(2d,2p)
SQM~CCSD!1MP2//EXPT quartic force field vis-a`-vis the
n2 band origins of H2CCO, HDCCO, and H2C

13CO, which
do not suffer from resonance complications. Nevertheless,
improved experimental analysis of the~n31n4! band origin is
warranted to fully dissect the~n2, n31n4! manifold of
D2CCO.

The resonance interactions may be categorized as w
~uDResu,2 cm21! for H2CCO ~n1,n412n8! and ~n3,n81n9!,
moderate~2,uDResu,6 cm21! for HDCCO ~n1,n31n4! and
D2CCO ~n3,n81n9!, and strong~uDResu.6 cm21! for H2CCO
~n7,n21n8!, D2CCO ~n3,n81n9!, and the three Fermi tetrads
The ~n1, n412n8! resonance has been suggested as the m
probable source of observedQ-branch perturbations in the
fundamental band system of the symmetric C–H stretchi
vibration in H2CCO and its carbon-13 variants, even thoug
the isotopic modulation and theKa dependence of the inter-
action are not explained satisfactorily by this assignme
alone.27 The inclusion of the weak~n1,n412n8! resonance,
which does not contribute to the second-orderxi j constants,
in the evaluation of the carbon-13 isotopic shifts ofn1 actu-
ally spoils the excellent accord between theory and expe
ment evident in Table VIII~cf. footnote b therein!. Conse-
quently, the role of the~n1,n412n8! resonance must be
questioned, although some of the observed deterioration m
be fortuitous, since then1~H2CCO! band origin is not well
defined.

Resonance effects for the~n3,n81n9! manifold of
H2CCO and D2CCO cannot be quantified experimentally to
high accuracy due to the lack of assignable structure belon
ing to n81n9. Nevertheless, acceptable explanations
Q-branch patterns observed among the H2CCO, H2

13CCO,
and H2C

13CO species are possible,27 and the aforementioned
proximity of the effectiveW983 matrix elements extracted
from the spectra to the values predicted here is compellin
For D2CCO, the ~n3, n81n9! spectral region around 1227
cm21 exhibits a highly compressed and confused structu
indicative of an3 Fermi resonance with a slightly lower-lying
vibration possessing a markedKa degradation to lower fre-
quency. Indeed, the data in Table IX predict a minuscu
zeroth-order separation, (n81n9)*2n3*52L2DRes

521.7 cm21. The resulting resonance shift of 4.8 cm21 is
somewhat larger than the 2–3 cm21 estimate of Duncan and
co-workers.27 In actuality, an intermediate value is likely,
because the model 232 secular equation cannot give a reso
nance splitting larger thanW54.0 cm21 if theoretical data
are consistently used without intermingling experimental fr
quencies.
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The ~n4,2n5,2n6,n51n6! Fermi tetrad of ketene isoto-
pomers, a more intricate variant of the prototypical~n1,2n2!
stretch–bend resonance of CO2, is responsible for a baffling
set of spectroscopic observations which have heretofore
eluded satisfactory explanation. The current analysis of this
vibrational manifold is based on the model Hamiltonian

Hvib5F n4* ~f554/4! ~f664/4! ~f654/A8!

~f554/4! ~2n5!* 0 0

~f664/4! 0 ~2n6!* 0

~f654/A8! 0 0 ~n51n6!*
G ,
~13!

in which the unperturbed diagonal elements are adjusted to
fit available experimental band origins with the aid of theo-
retical constraints, while the interaction matrix elements be-
tween the CvC ~symmetric! stretching fundamental and the
intermediate eigenstates for the bending overtone and com-
bination levels are derived from the QZ(2d,2p)
SQM~CCSD!1MP2//EXPT anharmonic force field by a nor-
mal mode treatment, as before in Eq.~11!.

In Table X a synopsis of the Fermi tetrad analysis for
ketene isotopomers is presented. The tabulatedli entries are
the eigenvalues ofHvib , and theCi listings are the associated
vibrational wave functions expressed in terms of the zeroth-
order basis statesuv4v5v6&. For H2CCO the values ofn4* ,
~2n5!* , and ~2n6!* which reproduce the empirical band
origins26,27 ~n4,2n5,2n6!5~1116.0, 1188.7, 1063.5! cm21 are
(w,x,y)5~1128.1, 1173.2, 1067.0! cm21. Based on the for-
mula (2n i)* 5 2(n i 1 x i i* ), the results forx andy corre-
spond to the effective anharmonic constantsx55* 520.7
and x66* 5 15.1 cm21. It is thus necessary to scale the
x66* constant~14.92 cm21! computed from the QZ(2d,2p)
SQM~CCSD!1MP2//EXPT force field by roughly~1/3! to
obtain from second-order perturbation theory a~2n6!* over-
tone positioned aty. The resolution of this enigma must be
held in abeyance until further research is possible. For the
present purpose of fixing for the various isotopomers those
diagonal matrix elements of the Fermi tetrad which are em-
pirically undetermined, the scale factorh5~1/3! is assumed
for x66* and the related, large positive constantx65* whenever
second-order perturbation theory is invoked, all the while
leavingx55* unaltered. Accordingly, the parameterz51120.7
cm21 for H2CCO was derived from the condition (n5
1 n6)* 5 n5 1 n6 1 hx65* , with n5 and n6 taken from
experiment.

The wave function~C3! from the tetrad model for then4
fundamental level of H2CCO at 1116 cm21 is a strong ad-
mixture containing 72%u1 0 0&, 20% u0 2 0&, 6% u0 0 2&, and
2% u0 1 1&. Another eigenstate lying less than 5 cm21 higher
is almost exclusivelyu0 1 1&. Duncan and Ferguson26 have
raised the possibility that the absorption band in this spectral
region is more correctly described asn51n6 and thatn4 is too
weak to be observed. The data in Table VII reveal thatn4,
whose IR intensity is only 0.8 km mol21, is indeed the weak-
est fundamental of H2CCO, but only by a factor of 3 relative
to the observablen9 band. A definitive resolution of this issue
awaits a theoretical evaluation of the anharmonic transition
dipole moment for then51n6 absorption. However, the
, No. 21, 1 June 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8522 East, Allen, and Klippenstein: Anharmonic force field of ketene
placement ofn4~H2CCO! near 1116 cm21 is confirmed
through the present vibrational analysis on the basis of
compelling consistency among then3 and n4 fundamental
assignments of H2CCO and D2CCO. This validation is not
specious, because the character of normal modes 3 and
dramatically transformed upon deuteration, as documen
by the TED elements in Table VII. To wit, the normal vibra
tion associated withn3~D2CCO! at 1225 cm21 is 53%
S4~CvC stretch!, 23% S3~methylene scissor!, and 22%
S2~CvO stretch!, exhibiting almost the same components
the lower frequencyn4~H2CCO!, except that the phase ofS3
mixing is inverted. Conversely,n4~D2CCO! at 925 cm21 is
predominantly a methylene scissoring mode with a total e
ergy distribution very similar to that ofn3~H2CCO!. In brief,
for each isotopomer the deperturbedn4* fundamental recon-
structed from the large resonance shift~DRes5612 cm21!
given by the Fermi tetrad analysis is cross-checked in
overall vibrational procedure by a correspondingn3* funda-
mental for the other species extracted from the~n3,n81n9!
manifold, for which resonance effects are much less seve

The location ofn4* (H2CCO) can actually be deduce
without relying on the questionable experimental assig
ments for the perturbedn4 fundamentals of ketene isoto
pomers. TheC1 vibrational wave functions in Table X are
comprised solely ofu0 2 0& and u1 0 0& for all intents and
purposes. The carbon-13 isotopic modulation of the 2n5
overtone can thus be analyzed via a two-state model for
perturbation arising fromn4. By applying Eq.~11! to the
~2n5,n4! interaction for isotopomers A5H2CCO and
B5H2

13CCO and then subtracting the resulting expressio
the isotopic shift in 2n5 is related to the extent of separatio
within the resonance pairs. Specifically,

da2db5
WA

2

~2n5!A2~n4* !A
2

WB
2

~2n5!B2~n4* !B
, ~14!

in which da5@~2n5!A2~2n5!B# and db 5 @(2n5)A*
2 (2n5)B* #. The spectroscopically determinedda shift is 6.2
cm21,27 whereas the unperturbeddb quantity is 1.8 cm

21 and
the relevant matrix elements areWA530.23 andWB527.58
cm21, according to the QZ(2d,2p) SQM~CCSD!1MP2//
EXPT anharmonic force field. Moreover, then4* isotopic
shift predicted by this force field is 15.51 cm21 ~Table VIII!,
whose substitution into Eq.~14! yields a quadratic form for
the unknown quantityl 5 (n4* )A ; namely,

t5
WA

2

r2l
2

WB
2

s2l
, ~15!

where t5da2db54.4, r5~2n5!A51188.7, and
s5~2n5!B1db51198.0 cm21. The nonextraneous solution t
Eq. ~15! is l 5 n4* (H2CCO) 5 1130.2 cm21, in remark-
able agreement with the 1128.1 cm21 value derived from the
Fermi tetrad analysis.

For D2CCO the observed band origins27,30n45924.7 and
2n65861.8 cm21 are fit by the unperturbed quantitie
u5~2n5!*5912.5 andv5~2n6!*5879.9 cm21, assuming the
other diagonal matrix elements are evaluated from pertur
tion theory. The effectivex66* constant corresponding to th
~2n6!* level is a factor of 2.5 smaller than the compute
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value ~113.0 cm21! listed in Tables VI and X, a disparity
similar to that occurring for the parent species. Thel1 andl2
levels for D2CCO are essentially pureu0 2 0& and u0 1 1&
eigenstates, respectively, and the primary mixing now occur
betweenu1 0 0& and u0 0 2& in l3 andl4. Because the sepa-
ration of l2 andl3 increases upon perdeuteration from 5 to
58 cm21, the assignment of the band system in the interme
diate region of the tetrad is no longer ambiguous.

For HDCCO, H2
13CCO, and H2C

13CO, all diagonal ele-
ments ofHvib were fixed by theoretical considerations, and
thus the solutions of the Fermi tetrad analysis are indepen
dent predictions to elucidate the spectral features of this v
brational manifold. As before, the unperturbed bending lev
els were determined from (2n5)*52(n5)12x55* ,
(2n6)*52(n6)12hx66* , and (n51n6)*5n51n61hx65*
with empirical n5 and n6 fundamentals. Concomitantly the
unperturbed stretching levels were ascertained from com
puted isotopic shifts inn4* relative to the valuew51128.1
cm21 found in the parent~cf. Tables VII, VIII, and IX!.

The HDCCO species exhibits the most severe mixing o
basis states among thel1 andl2 levels of the ketene isoto-
pomers. In fact, the wave function~C2! assignable to the
CvC symmetric stretch~1078 cm21! is only 58% u1 0 0&.
The experimental result~1085 cm21! for n4~HDCCO! cannot
be accounted for by allowing then4* and ~2n5!* parameters
to vary within reasonable limits from the fixed values given
in Table X. Accordingly, the 7 cm21 discrepancy forn4 casts
doubt on the spectral assignments in this region, as men
tioned in Sec. V.

The empirical carbon-13 shifts for the Fermi tetrad lev-
els are ‘‘at complete variance with expectation,’’ to quote the
spectroscopic work of Duncanet al.,27 whose assessment is
corroborated by the current analysis. The observe
~H2

13CCO, H2C
13CO! shifts forn4 are~25.2,27.9! cm21, in

striking discord with the~212.2,22.6! cm21 values pre-
dicted here. Note that the compositions of the vibrationa
wave functions for the~l2,l3! levels of H2C

13CO are in-
verted relative to H2

13CCO, but the degree ofu1 0 0& and
u0 1 1& mixing is modest in both cases. The QZ(2d,2p) MP2
infrared intensities forn4 in the double-harmonic approxima-
tion are 0.3 and 0.6 km mol21 for H2

13CCO and H2C
13CO,

respectively, i.e., even smaller than that for the parent isoto
pomer~cf. Table VII!. Reassignment of the observed bands
to then51n6 level is thus plausible. However, the predicted
~H2

13CCO, H2C
13CO! isotopic shifts forn51n6 are ~25.5,

214.8! cm21, in agreement with experiment in the first but
not the second case. As for HDCCO, the disparities with th
observedn4 shifts cannot be resolved by credible choices of
the diagonal parameters inHvib . It is apparent that a satis-
factory interpretation of the morass exhibited by the
carbon-13 isotopomers in the 1100 cm21 spectral region re-
mains elusive.

VII. OVERTONE AND COMBINATION LEVELS

Apart from the fundamental levels of ketene, the excited
vibrational states which have been subjected to detailed ban
analyses by means of high-resolution spectroscopy are s
verely limited in number. Therefore, the overtone and com
, No. 21, 1 June 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8523East, Allen, and Klippenstein: Anharmonic force field of ketene
bination bands predicted by the QZ(2d,2p) SQM~CCSD!
1MP2//EXPT anharmonic force field can only be assess
by sporadic comparisons with experimental data of varyi
quality reported in the literature since 1950. In Table X
theoretical and empirical data are presented for selected
ergy levels of H2CCO lying above 1900 cm21. Despite the
fact that three entries antedate 1960, the predicted and
served band origins are in excellent accord, especially if
direct theoretical results are adjusted by the residuals for
producing the underlyingni quantities. For each experimen
tal level in the table, an effectivexi j constant is listed, as
extracted from the relations x i i5

1
2(2n i)2n i and

x i j5(n i1n j )2n i2n j , with the observed fundamentals de
perturbed by theDRes values in Table VII if necessary. The
small x88, x43, and x82* values agree with their theoretica
counterparts to better than 0.5 cm21, whereas the largerx42
andx71 quantities differ from the predicted constants by on
5% and 2.5%, respectively. These comparisons redound
the veracity of the QZ(2d,2p) SQM~CCSD!1MP2//EXPT
force field, and in particular the deperturbed fundamen
n4* 5 1128 cm21 derived therefrom, since it nicely ac
counts for bothn31n4 andn21n4. Additional low-resolution
overtone and combination bands of H2CCO above 1900
cm21 are reported in the 1957 study of Arendale an
Fletcher,12 but all are devoid of detailed structure and som
appear to be misassigned.

The overtone levels of ketene which have received
most spectroscopic attention are 2n5 and 2n6, which are in-
volved in intricate Fermi resonance interactions with then4
fundamental, as discussed extensively in Sec. VI. It was r
ognized even in the earliest studies17 of the infrared spectrum
of ketene that the positions of these overtones evidence
normal anharmonicity for theb1 bending fundamentals, a
phenomenon borne out by thexi j constants of the curren
investigation. Theextentof the positive anharmonicity dis-
played by these modes is the point of difficulty, howeve
While the observed 2n5 overtone of H2CCO gives an effec-
tive x55 value ~20.7 cm21! in reasonable proximity to the
theoretical constant~10.28 cm21!, the empirical 2n6 level
appears to requirex66 ~15.1 cm21! to be roughly 1/3 as large
as the predicted result~114.83 cm21!, an enigma discovered
in Sec. VI. Moreover, the observed carbon-13 shift in 2n5 is
well described by the theoretical Fermi tetrad treatment

TABLE XI. Selected overtone and combination levels of H2CCO.
a

Level

Experiment Theory

Ref. n0 Direct Adjusted

2n8 27 1952.4 1952.5 1951.9
~x88521.56! ~x88521.83!

n31n4 13 2513.6 2516.2 2513.2
~x43522.5! ~x43522.88!

~n21n8!* 26 3126.7 3127.6 3127.1
(x82* 5 23.7) (x82* 5 23.28)

n21n4 12 3266 3267.2 3266.7
~x425214.7! ~x425213.97!

n11n7 13 6113.3 6120.2 6116.2
~x7152115.1! ~x7152112.25!

aAll band origins and anharmonic constants in cm21.
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both the H2
13CCO and H2C

13CO cases, but only for
H2

13CCO is the assigned 2n6 position explained even after
scaling thex66 constant~see Table X!. In fact, both the
n451108.1 cm21 and 2n651051.0 cm21 experimental
assignments27 for H2C

13CO are at variance with the tetrad
model results listed in Table X. As evident from the discus-
sion in Sec. VI, both experimental and even higher-leve
theoretical reexaminations of the 2n5 and 2n6 overtones are
warranted.

The 2n92n9, n61n92n9, and 2n62n6 hot bands of
D2CCO were analyzed in the 1987 high-resolution work of
Hegelund and co-workers,30 whence 2n95743.33,
n61n95807.24, and 2n65861.82 cm21 were ascertained.
The effective anharmonic constants resulting from the firs
two levels arex9950.22 andx9650.96 cm21, which compare
rather poorly with the corresponding theoretical values
~x9950.66 andx9650.25 cm21! appearing in Table VI. Dif-
ficulties appearing after deperturbation of thex66 constant
were mentioned in Sec. VI. Several low-resolution assign
ments for overtone and combination bands of D2CCO appear
in the 1963 study of Moore and Pimentel,17 most being
qualitatively correct but some quantitatively problematic vis-
à-vis the set of anharmonic constants advanced here. Of si
nificance to the resonance analyses of Sec. VI is the plac
ment ofn21n3 andn21n4 in the vicinity of 3338 and 3045
cm21, respectively. By comparison, the formula (n2
1 n j ) 5 n2 2 DRes,21 n j 2 DRes,j 1 x j2* predicts 3344
and 3042 cm21, in order, for j53 and 4, based on empirical,
perturbed fundamentals and theoretical anharmonic corre
tions. Despite the substantial uncertainty in the observe
band origins, a broad level of agreement is thus seen whic
lends further support to the deperturbation treatments.

VIII. VIBRATION–ROTATION INTERACTION
CONSTANTS

The QZ(2d,2p) SQM~CCSD!1MP2//EXPT force field
provides numerous heretofore unknown anharmonic spectr
scopic quantities in addition to thexi j parameters, including
the complete set of vibration–rotation interaction constant
~ai! listed in Table XII for H2CCO and D2CCO. The form of
the standard expression95,96 for these constants is

a i
B52S 2Be

2

v i
D F(

g

3~ai
bg!2

4I gg
1(

j

* ~z i j
b !2~3v i

21v j
2!

v i
22v j

2

1pS chD
1/2

(
j

f i i j aj
bbS v i

v j
3/2D G , ~16!

where ai
bg[(]I bg/]Qi)e , and the asterisk on the second

summation signifies the exclusion of thei5 j term. The three
summations in Eq.~16! comprise, in order, the inertial-
derivative, Coriolis, and anharmonic components of the
vibration–rotation interaction constants, partitions which are
included in theai listings of Table XII.

It is firmly documented that the~n5,n6,n8,n9! fundamen-
tals of isotopic ketenes form a tetrad of strongly interacting
a-type Coriolis resonances.23,24,30Accordingly, detailed com-
parisons of theory and experiment require in cases the de
erturbation of certainai values in Table XII, which as given
, No. 21, 1 June 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE XII. Vibration–rotation interaction constants~ai! for H2CCO and D2CCO.
a

H2CCO D2CCO

a1
A 160.7 ~2121.9, 0.0, 282.6! 65.9 ~232.0, 0.0, 98.0!

a2
A 9.4 ~20.7, 0.0, 10.1! 6.5 ~27.0, 0.0, 13.5!

a3
A 2128.8 ~295.6, 0.0, 233.2! 222.6 ~218.2, 0.0, 24.4!

a4
A 1.9 ~29.1, 0.0, 11.0! 228.1 ~223.6, 0.0, 24.5!

a5
A 21218.8 ~0.0, 21165.6, 253.2! 2128.7 ~0.0, 2125.7, 23.0!

a6
A 2442.1 ~0.0, 2352.3, 289.8! 267.8 ~0.0, 214.0, 253.9!

a7
A 117.3 ~21.3, 2129.1, 247.8! 43.1 ~20.7, 245.0, 88.7!

a8
A 2514.7 ~29.1, 2410.3, 295.3! 2199.6 ~23.4, 2175.1, 221.1!

a9
A 2125.4 ~212.4, 2246.7, 2108.8! 362.4 ~29.5, 418.8, 246.9!

a1
B 0.266 ~0.0, 20.063, 0.329! 0.592 ~20.001, 20.110, 0.702!

a2
B 2.515 ~20.006, 20.343, 2.864! 1.818 ~20.004, 20.243, 2.065!

a3
B 20.102 ~20.025, 20.435, 0.359! 0.859 ~20.221, 20.181 1.260!

a4
B 0.714 ~20.577, 20.046, 1.337! 20.485 ~20.296, 20.290, 0.101!

a5
B 20.098 ~0.0, 0.632, 20.730! 20.169 ~0.0, 0.463, 20.631!

a6
B 0.141 ~0.0, 0.614, 20.474! 0.023 ~0.0, 0.681, 20.659!

a7
B 0.364 ~20.049, 0.0, 0.413! 0.511 ~20.044, 0.0, 0.555!

a8
B 20.507 ~20.330, 0.0, 20.176! 20.399 ~20.217, 0.0, 20.181!

a9
B 21.452 ~20.452, 0.0, 21.000! 21.408 ~20.614, 0.0, 20.795!

a1
C 0.440 ~20.008, 20.207, 0.654! 0.828 ~20.011, 20.138, 0.978!

a2
C 2.337 ~20.005, 20.337, 2.679! 1.631 ~0.0, 20.241, 1.872!

a3
C 0.513 ~20.046, 0.266, 0.293! 0.971 ~20.241, 0.116, 1.096!

a4
C 0.622 ~20.490, 20.147, 1.259! 20.348 ~20.179, 20.242, 0.073!

a5
C 20.745 ~0.0, 0.0, 20.745! 20.568 ~0.0, 0.0, 20.568!

a6
C 20.552 ~0.0, 0.0, 20.552! 20.778 ~0.0, 0.0, 20.778!

a7
C 0.420 ~0.0, 20.270, 0.690! 0.472 ~0.0, 20.342, 0.814!

a8
C 0.233 ~0.0, 0.515, 20.282! 0.463 ~0.0, 0.700, 20.237!

a9
C 20.488 ~0.0, 0.577, 21.065! 20.377 ~0.0, 0.496, 20.872!

aObtained from the QZ(2d,2p) SQM~CCSD!1MP2//EXPT anharmonic force field. All constants are in units of 1023 cm21. In parentheses theai constants
are decomposed into inertial-derivative, Coriolis, and anharmonicity components, as defined in Eq.~16!.
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include all Coriolis interactions in the second-order expres
sion @Eq. ~16!#. Such deperturbations are readily accom
plished using thezi j constants collected in Table XIII below.
The strong interactions within the~n5,n6,n8,n9! Coriolis tet-
rad manifest correspondingai

A constants for H2CCO which
are~12.9%, 4.7%, 5.4%, 22.5%! as large as theAe rotational
constant itself. The validity of the second-order perturbatio
formula @Eq. ~16!# is thus suspect for this manifold, particu-
larly for a5

A anda9
A, although the type of catastrophic break

down observed for the quasilinear HNCO molecule103 is
clearly not operative. For D2CCO the two largesta-axis pa-
rameters area9

A anda8
A, which are only 7.6% and 4.2% of

Ae , respectively, indicative of much more favorable circum
stances for perturbation theory. In this regard it is auspiciou
that allai

B andai
C constants for both isotopomers are signifi

cantly less than 1% of the correspondingBe andCe values.
For the stretching modes of H2CCO and D2CCO, the

anharmonic component ofai is preponderate for every rota-
tional constant, except in the two cases@a4

A~H2CCO! and
a3
A~D2CCO!# involving the effect of CvC ~symmetric!

stretching onI A . Nevertheless, the Coriolis and inertial-
derivative terms for such modes are large in several in
stances, e.g.,a1

C, a7
A, a1

A, anda4
B of H2CCO. For the vibra-

tions involving substantial CvCvO bending
@H2CCO~n5,n6,n9!, D2CCO~n5,n9!#, theai

A andai
C values are

principally comprised, in order, of Coriolis and anharmonic
terms, while theirai

B counterparts have roughly equivalent
contributions from both of these sources. The methylen
scissoring and rocking modes engender two constants
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬10¬Jul¬2004¬to¬142.150.190.39.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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each isotopomer,a3
A anda8

B, for which the inertial-derivative
component is largest.

Several spectroscopic investigations9,13,16,17,20,23 of
ketene prior to 1986 determined rotational constants for ex
cited vibrational states from which sporadicai values ensue.
The level of accord with the current predictions is very good
in some cases but generally mixed. More recent empiric
vibration–rotation interaction parameters are provided by th
1987 work of Duncan and collaborators.26,27 In units of 1023

cm21, the negative differences of upper- and lower-state ro
tational constants observed for thea1 fundamentalsn1, n2,
and n3 are 2(DA1 ,DB1 ,DC1)5@158~25!, 0.340~77!,
0.418~74!#, 2(DA2 ,DB2 ,DC2)5@94~8!, 2.58~5!, 1.85~5!#,
and 2(DA3 ,DB3 ,DC3)5@2140, 20.322~6!, 0.476~6!#,
which are to be compared with the predicted value
(a1

A ,a1
B ,a1

C)5~161, 0.266, 0.440!, (a2
A ,a2

B ,a2
C)5~9.4, 2.52,

2.34!, and (a3
A ,a3

B ,a3
C)5~2129,20.102, 0.513!. Consider-

ing both inherent experimental limitations and the expecte
accuracy of the theoretical methodology, the agreement
heartening in all cases excepta2

A and perhapsa3
B. For the

levels assigned ton4~H2CCO!, the empirical band analysis
yields 2(DA4 ,DB̄4)5~530, 20.313!31023 cm21, which
bear little resemblance to the values arising from the pre
dicted ai constants. This disparity constitutes further evi-
dence that the observed levels are either better assigned
n51n6 or in the very least that the resonance mixing is pro
digious. By fittingQ-branch frequencies in then5, n6, n7,
and n8 fundamental bands of H2CCO, Duncan and
Ferguson26 also obtained 2D(A52B̄5)521126~10!,
, No. 21, 1 June 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8525East, Allen, and Klippenstein: Anharmonic force field of ketene
2D(A62B̄6)528~40!, 2D(A72B̄7)563~49!, and 2D(A8
2B̄8)52548~11!, in 1023 cm21 units. The corresponding
quantities from Table XII, d i

a5a i
A2 1

2(a i
B1a i

C), are
d5

a521218, d6
a52442, d7

a5117, and d8
a52515. Even

though the empirical2D(A2B̄) shifts for modes 5 and 8 are
immense, thedi

a predictions account for them remarkabl
well. The ill-determined counterparts for modes 6 and 7 a
not similarly validated, however.

For D2CCO the data for vibration–rotation interactio
parameters are quite limited. The 1987 high-resolution inf
red study of Hegelundet al.30 yielded (B,C) rotational-
constant shifts for then5, n6, andn9 fundamentals as follows
~in 1023 cm21 units!: 2(DB5 ,DC5)5~20.140, 20.569!,
2(DB6 ,DC6)5~0.116, 20.743!, and 2(DB9 ,DC9)
5~21.415, 20.363!, in excellent agreement with the
predicted constants (a5

B ,a5
C)5~20.169,20.568!,

(a6
B ,a6

C)5~0.023,20.778!, and (a9
B ,a9

C)5~21.408,
20.377!. Excited-stateA constants were also extracted in th
empirical analysis by means of a first-order Coriolis tetr
treatment, but even after deperturbing thea5,6,9

A predictions
in Table XII, consistency between theory and experiment
not achieved. Likewise, the2D(A22B̄2) and2D(A42B̄4)
experimental values of Duncanet al.,27 which involve upper
states strongly perturbed by Fermi resonances, are at v
ance with the predictedd2

a andd4
a quantities.

IX. CORIOLIS AND CENTRIFUGAL DISTORTION
PARAMETERS

The determination of Coriolis constants by direct spe
troscopic analysis has been essentially limited to the work
Nemes,23 who ascertained foura-axis parameters for

TABLE XIII. Coriolis and centrifugal distortion constants for H2CCO and
D2CCO.

a

H2CCO
i j uzi ja u i j uzi jb u i j uzi jc u

75 ~0.671! 51 ~0.382! 61 ~0.356! 71 ~0.054! 83 ~0.003!
76 ~0.562! 52 ~0.614! 62 ~0.776! 72 ~0.062! 84 ~0.243!
85 ~0.098! 53 ~0.653! 63 ~0.521! 73 ~0.949! 91 ~0.577!
86 ~0.715! 54 ~0.226! 64 ~0.001! 74 ~0.305! 92 ~0.817!
95 ~0.735! 81 ~0.792! 93 ~0.022!
96 ~0.417! 82 ~0.560! 94 ~0.003!
DJ50.003 253 DJK50.485 3 DK521.071
d1520.000 130 d2520.000 047
HJ524.6310210 HJK52.931026 HKJ520.000 75 HK50.006 14
h152.6310211 h254.0310210 h357.9310211

D2CCO
i j uzi ja u i j uzi jb u i j uzi jc u

75 ~0.074! 51 ~0.297! 61 ~0.593! 71 ~0.179! 83 ~0.067!
76 ~0.887! 52 ~0.932! 62 ~0.055! 72 ~0.045! 84 ~0.281!
85 ~0.713! 53 ~0.019! 63 ~0.585! 73 ~0.622! 91 ~0.428!
86 ~0.367! 54 ~0.207! 64 ~0.551! 74 ~0.761! 92 ~0.900!
95 ~0.698! 81 ~0.855! 93 ~0.030!
96 ~0.281! 82 ~0.431! 94 ~0.072!
DJ50.002 451 DJK50.323 5 DK55.073
d1520.000 199 d2520.000 100
HJ521.231029 HJK52.131026 HKJ520.000 15 HK50.000 82
h1522.1310211 h259.2310210 h352.2310210

aComputed from the QZ(2d,2p) SQM~CCSD!1MP2//EXPT anharmonic
force field; centrifugal distortion constants in MHz.
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H2CCO, viz., z58
a 510.33~5!, z68

a 510.714~20!, z59
a

520.774~20!, and z69
a 520.30~2!. In the empirical GHFF

investigation of Duncan and co-workers,28 the largez68
a and

z59
a constants were found to be useful for refinement of th
quadratic force field, whereas the smallerz58

a andz69
a quan-

tities were surmised to be poorly determined by the availab
spectroscopic data. Recent high-resolution studies24,30 of the
rovibrational spectrum of ketene-d2 have utilized Coriolis
constants computed directly from empirical force fields.22,28

A complete set of revised Coriolis parameters fo
H2CCO and D2CCO, as given by the QZ(2d,2p)
SQM~CCSD!1MP2//EXPT force field, is listed in Table
XIII. The differences relative to the computed empirica
GHFF values28 are less than 10% in most cases, the avera
absolute deviation being 0.013 for the parent and 0.034 f
the deuterated isotopomer. The most significant variances
the individual parameter sets are exhibited byz83

c ~0.003 vs
0.031! and z86

a ~0.367 vs 0.260! for H2CCO and D2CCO,
respectively. The assessment of Duncanet al.28 regarding the
four Coriolis constants of Nemes23 is corroborated by the
current data, and, in fact, the direct spectroscopic value
z59
a is even more consistent with the present quadratic for
field.

Successive empirical determinations20,21,25,31,33 of the
centrifugal distortion constants of the ground vibrationa
state of ketene have appeared as the experimental data b
of rotational levels has burgeoned. The most recent work33

reported in 1992, included 250 millimeter-wave rotationa
data, 1700 Fourier transform combination differences, an
300 difference-frequency combination differences for (J,Ka)
up to ~50,9! and entailed a fit to WatsonA- andS-reduced
(I r) Hamiltonians containing 5 quartic, 4 sextic, and 2 octi
distortion constants. A chronological accounting of th
S-reduced (DK ,d2 ,HKJ ,HJK) values and theirA-reduced
counterparts reveals the sensitivity of these constants to
details of the fit. In fact, the (DK ,d2) pair has been con-
strained by normal coordinate calculations in the refineme
of distortion constants for some isotopomers.21,31In the latest
analysis of H2CCO,

33 the HJ and HK constants are rather
poorly determined, and the (A,DK ,HK) set is strongly cor-
related.

The effects of various truncations of the rotationa
Hamiltonian on the quartic distortion parameters were inve
tigated in some detail by Duncanet al.28 after serious prob-
lems were encountered in deriving a physically realistic forc
field to fit the literature values of these constants simulta
neously with the harmonic frequency set of isotopic ketene
The unresolvable discrepancies of the observedA-reduced
quartic constants with respect to the predictions of the fin
empirical GHFF were approximately 1%~DJ!, 3%~DJK!,
12%–15%~DK!, 8%~dJ!, and 8%~dK!. These errors were at-
tributed primarily to the anharmonicity of zero-point vibra-
tional motion, which leads to 10–35 MHz misfits of the pla
narity condition satisfied by equilibrium quartic distortion
constants. Zero-point effects of such an extent have inde
been documented in systematicab initio studies of vibra-
tional anharmonicity.99,110

The QZ(2d,2p) SQM~CCSD!1MP2//EXPT force field
facilitates not only the reevaluation of quartic centrifugal dis
, No. 21, 1 June 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8526 East, Allen, and Klippenstein: Anharmonic force field of ketene
tortion constants but also the first direct computation of
sextic parameters, whose determination requires the cu
terms of the potential energy surface. In Table XIII the pr
dicted distortion constants for H2CCO and D2CCO are re-
ported for theS-reduced Hamiltonian, which exhibits a sligh
advantage over theA-reduced form in empirical
refinements.33 The defining equation for the set of paramete
is

Ĥ rot
~S!5FA2SB1C

2 D G Ĵz21SB1C

2 D Ĵ22DJĴ
42DJKĴ

2Ĵz
2

2DKĴz
41HJĴ

61HJKĴ
4Ĵz

21HKJĴ
2Ĵz

41HKĴz
6

1F SB2C

4 D1d1Ĵ
21h1Ĵ

4G~ Ĵ1
2 1 Ĵ2

2 !

1~d21h2Ĵ
2!~ Ĵ1

4 1 Ĵ2
4 !1h3~ Ĵ1

6 1 Ĵ2
6 !. ~17!

Formulas for the individual distortion constants, which a
rather involved for sextic terms, are reported elsewhere,97,140

and the implementation of these equations withab initio an-
harmonic force fields has been tested extensively for mole
lar paradigms.99 The complementary quartic distortion con
stants for theA-reduced representation are obtained read
from the relations97 DJ5DJ22d2 , DJK5DJK112d2 ,
DK5DK210d2 , dK524sd2 , and dJ52d1 , where the
asymmetry parameters is equivalent here to~1441.36,
467.15! for ~H2CCO, D2CCO!.

The 1992 experimental analysis of Johns a
co-workers33 provided the following centrifugal distortion
constants ~in MHz! for H2CCO: DJ50.003 278 96~122!
@0.8%#, DJK50.479 180~97! @1.3%#, DK522.840~55!
@7.8%#, d1520.000 147 46~23! @12%#, d2
520.000 056 328~55! @17%#, HJ3106520.002 04~52!
@77%#, HJK310652.059~65! @41%#, HKJ310652467.5~30!
@60%#, andHK50.005 23~159! @17%#, where standard errors
of the fit are given in parentheses and percent errors of
corresponding theoretical values in Table XIII are listed
brackets. The level of agreement with theory for the quar
parameters is comparable to that mentioned above for
empirical GHFF; significant improvements will require con
sideration of zero-point vibrational effects. The percent
rors for the sextic terms are in accord with the magnitudes
variation observed in various empirical fits of these co
stants. The complete set of sextic parameters derived f
the QZ(2d,2p) SQM~CCSD!1MP2//EXPT force field
should aid future empirical analyses by providing an indic
tion of physically realistic solutions. In this regard it is grat
fying that the force field predicts minuscule values for th
experimentally undeterminedh1, h2, andh3 constants.

The centrifugal distortion constants of ground-sta
D2CCO were most recently determined by Brownet al.,31

who refitted the microwave data of Nemes an
Winnewisser21 to anS-reduced Hamiltonian. Except ford2,
the resulting parameters agree with the quantities in Ta
XIII substantially better than in the H2CCO case; e.g., both
of theHJK andHKJ discrepancies are only about 30%. Pr
sumably the source of this improvement is a diminution
the anharmonicity of zero-point vibrations upon isotopic su
stitution. A caveat must be noted, however. TheDK quantity
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬10¬Jul¬2004¬to¬142.150.190.39.¬Redistribution¬subject
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of D2CCO was constrained in the experimental analysis31 to
a value quoted as 22.540 MHz, an apparent error. By com
parison, Duncan and co-workers28 ascertainedDK55.391
MHz in an independent fit of available microwave and infra
red data, which essentially equates to aDK constant of the
same value becaused2 is insignificant. The QZ(2d,2p)
SQM~CCSD!1MP2//EXPT force field yieldsDK~D2CCO!
55.073 MHz, vitiating any value which is larger by signifi-
cantly more than 10%.

X. Re STRUCTURE

Some of the earliest work on the geometric structure o
ketene was a 1938 gas-phase electron diffraction study141

which determined the heavy-atom distancesr ~CvC!51.35
60.02 Å andr ~CvO!51.1760.02 Å. Microwave rotational
constants for H2CCO, HDCCO, and D2CCO were measured
in 1950, from which a favored set of parameters,r ~CvC!
51.333 Å, r ~CvO!51.15 Å, andu~H–C–H!5122.5° was
surmised.6 Despite an ensuing, tentative microwave repo
giving unphysical structural estimates,7 improvements in the
geometric parameters of ketene were achieved roughly a d
cade later with the aid of rotational constants from infrare
band analyses and new microwave data for the H2

13CCO and
H2CC

18O isotopomers.13,14,17Most notable was the Kraitch-
man analysis of Coxet al.14 in 1959 based onB0 andC0
values for four isotopomers, resulting inr ~CvC!51.314 Å,
r ~CvO!51.161 Å, r ~C–H!51.083 Å, and u~H–C–H!
5122.6°. Some 17 years later, Mallinson and Nemes22 de-
rived an empirical quadratic force field for ketene and em
ployed it in more detailed structural analyses. For H2CCO,
HDCCO, and D2CCO, rotational constants were taken from
the 1972 work of Johnset al.,20 as well as unpublished data,
whereas for H2

13CCO and H2CC
18O, the aforementioned re-

sults from 1959 were utilized. In performingr 0 andr z struc-
tural refinements, allowance was made for the effective ma
dependence of selected geometric variables by means of
evant constraints such asr 0~C–D!5r 0~C–H!20.0015 Å. The
r 0, r s , and r z parameters deduced for H2CCO appear in
Table I as set~c, 1976!.

Although the decade after 1976 produced no significa
progress in improving the set of rotational constants for iso
topic ketenes, renewed structural work was made possible
1986 and 1987 by the high-resolution infrared studies of H
gelund and co-workers24,30 on the low-lyingB- andC-type
fundamentals of D2CCO. By supplementing the available
microwave data with over 2800 infrared energy level differ
ences, an extremely precise set of D2CCO rotational con-
stants was determined. Concurrently, the empirical GHF
analysis discussed in Sec. IV provided the first physical
acceptable quadratic force field for ketene, prompting Dun
can and Munro29 to revisit the geometric structure in 1987.
These authors emphasized that microwave data alone g
relatively poor estimates ofA0 because onlyDKa50 transi-
tions are strong in near prolate asymmetric rotors such
ketene, makingDKa52 differences fromB-type infrared
fundamental bands critical to the determination ofa-axis
constants. After selecting a preferred data set of rotation
constants, corrections due to vibrational, centrifugal disto
tion, and electronic effects were utilized to obtain zero-poin
, No. 21, 1 June 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8527East, Allen, and Klippenstein: Anharmonic force field of ketene
inertial moments,I z
A,B,C, for five isotopic ketenes. From the

mean square vibrational amplitudes predicted by the emp
cal GHFF, isotopic changes (dr z) in the effective bond
lengths were computed. By constrainingdr z~C–H!,
dr z~CvC!, anddr z~CvO! shifts to their computed values,
assuming no isotopic change inuz~H–C–H!, but allowing
independent variation ofdr z~C–D!, an extremely good fit of
the I z

A,B,C moments was achieved with ther z geometric pa-
rameters labeled~b, 1987! in Table I. Finally, a diatomic
model for bond anharmonicity and approximate Morse a
harmonicity parameters were employed to estimate the eq
librium coordinates r e~C–H!51.0753~17! Å, r e~CvC!
51.3142~5! Å, r e~CvO!51.1609~4! Å, and
ue~H–C–H!5121.76~33!°.

As of 1990, a dearth of information on H2C
13CO re-

mained, and for H2
13CCO and H2CC

18O, theB0 andC0 con-
stants of Coxet al.14 were still the best available, despite
their limited accuracy. The determination of a precise set
rotational constants for these species is paramount to ach
ing an ultimate solution for the geometric structure of keten
and this task was finally accomplished in the 1990 micr
wave investigation of Brown and co-workers.31 After refit-
ting earlier microwave and infrared combination difference
for the parent and deuterated species to anS-reduced Hamil-
tonian and similarly refining parameters on the new data f
the heavy-atom variants, a complete set ofA0

(S), B0
(S), and

C0
(S) constants for H2CCO, H2C

13CO, H2
13CCO, H2CC

18O,
HDCCO, and D2CCO was ascertained. The resultingr 0 and
r s structures are specified in Table I as~a, 1990! entries. In
addition, the approximationI e'2I s2I 0 was invoked to ob-
tain ther e estimates denoted asrm

r in the table.
The present derivation of the QZ(2d,2p) SQM~CCSD!

1MP2//EXPT anharmonic force field allows a high
precisionr e structure of ketene to be extracted by first prin
ciples for the first time. In Table XIV the information
required for this procedure is collected. The very recen
comprehensive analysis of Johns and collaborators,33 dis-
cussed in Sec. IX, of the myriad microwave and infrared da
of H2CCO is the source of theA0

(S), B0
(S), andC0

(S) values for
the parent molecule. The 1990 work of Brownet al.31 pro-
vides the rotational constants for the five complementary is
topomers.

The small centrifugal distortion corrections to the em
pirical rotational constants were evaluated theoretically fro
the quadratic force field according to

A05A0
~S!26R615s21R5

2421~3tbcbc22tcaca22tabab!, ~18!

B05B0
~S!14R622~21s21!R5

2421~3tcaca22tabab22tbcbc!, ~19!

and

C05C0
~S!14R612~22s21!R5

2421~3tabab22tbcbc22tcaca!, ~20!

whereR5, R6, andtabab denote the usual quartic distortion
parameters,97,98 and the inverse asymmetry quantitys21
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5 (B08 2 C08)(2A08 2 B08 2 C08)
21 is derived from the effective

rotational constants of the Kivelson and Wilson
formalism.99,142 The more substantial zero-point vibrational
contributions to theA0, B0, andC0 constants, ranging from
0.2% to 0.6%, were computed as one-half the sums of th
associated QZ(2d,2p) SQM~CCSD!1MP2//EXPT vibra-
tion–rotation interaction parameters~ai! for each isoto-
pomer. Although individualai

A constants are adversely af-
fected by thea-type Coriolis resonances occurring within the
~n5, n6, n8, n9! manifold, theAe2A0 differences are invari-
ant to these perturbations. In particular, thenetCoriolis con-
tribution toAe2A0 is of the form103

Ae
2 (

i. j

~z i j
a !2~v i2v j !

2

v iv j~v i1v j !
, ~21!

which is devoid of resonance denominators. The coupling o
electronic orbital angular momentum with rotation of the
nuclear framework engenders an additional term for the mo
ments of inertia which is aggrandized by off-axis lone-pair o
p electrons.96,143The correspondingDI elec

A,B,C corrections are
derivable via measurements of the molecular rotational Ze
man effect, and the values assumed here were taken direc
from Duncan and Munro.29

The I e moments obtained for H2CCO display an inertial
defect~De! which is almost 300 times smaller than that for
the I 0 values and an order of magnitude smaller than theI z
defect. LargerDe quantities are generally found for the other
isotopomers due to much greater uncertainties in theA0

(S)

constants, the H2CC
18O species constituting the extreme in

this regard. Because the inertial defect for H2CC
18O ~0.032

amu Å2! exceeds that for any other isotopomer by a factor o
17, theA0

(S) value for this species was omitted from the
structural analysis.

In order to achieve both a reliable and internally consis
tent structure determination, four independent methods we
employed to extractr e parameters from the empirically de-
rived I e moments of inertia. In methods I and II, a least-
squares fit of the internal variables was performed to th
(I e

A ,I e
B ,I e

C) and (I e
B ,I e

C) isotopomeric sets of moments, re-
spectively, excludingI e

A~H2CC
18O! in the former case. In

methods III and IV, ther e parameters were computed from
the nuclear positions (ai ,bi) in the principal-axis system, as
ascertained by applying the Kraitchman144 equations to the
(I e

B ,I e
C) data set with D2CCO and HDCCO moments, respec-

tively, used to locate the hydrogen atoms.145As in essentially
all previous work on the substitution structure of ketene, th
consistency of the procedure for methods III and IV was
optimized by replacing explicitI e

A data with I e
C2I e

B values
and imposing a first-moment condition to pinpoint the cen
tral carbon. These modifications overcome numerical det
riorations brought on by the relative uncertainty of theI e

A

moments31,146as well as the near coincidence of the centra
carbon~aC520.021 Å! and the molecular center of mass.
The assumed linearity of the CvCvO chain was confirmed
by the finding of very small real and imaginary Kraitchman
b coordinates for these atoms whose magnitudes were w
below the inherent uncertainties.

The r e~CvO!, r e~CvC!, r e~C–H!, and ue~H–C–H!
values derived by methods I–IV are given in Table I,
, No. 21, 1 June 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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wherein the observed ranges of variation are only 0.000 0
Å, 0.000 11 Å, 0.000 50 Å, and 0.052°, respectively. In brief
the consistency exhibited by ther e predictions is remarkable.
Because method I incorporates all rotational-constant da
exceptA0

(S)~H2CC
18O! in the structural refinement, ther e~I;

ls-ABC! parameters are recommended here as final value
Nevertheless, there are no statistically significant difference
between ther e~I; ls-ABC! andr e~II; ls-BC! results, implying
that the sizeable zero-point vibrational contributions to th
A0 constants are properly accounted for in the analysis. Th
diminutive standard errors from ther e~I; ls-ABC! fit suggest
that ketene is now exemplary of the best determined equilib
rium molecular structures to date.

The r e structural estimates of Duncan and Munro29 are
in excellent accord with the currentr e~I; ls-ABC! param-
eters, perhaps excepting the instance ofr e~CvC!, for which
the10.0021 Å deviation is;4 times larger than their quoted
uncertainty. The alternativerm

r approximations to ther e pa-
rameters~Table I! are slightly better for the heavy-atom dis-
tances and noticeably poorer for the methylene coordinate
yet within the stated uncertainties in all cases. As expecte
from simple anharmonicity considerations, all geometric
quantities in the empiricalr 0, r s , and r z structures exceed
their r e counterparts, the differences being most pronounce
for the two hydrogen-related variables. Specifically, the
vibration-induced shifts of@r ~CvO!, r ~CvC!, r ~C–H!,
u~H–C–H!# relative to the equilibrium values are~in Å, deg!
r 0~10.0023, 10.0026, 10.0147, 11.679°!, r s~10.0017,
10.0016,10.0067,10.779°!, and r z~10.0011,10.0044,
10.0043, 10.197°!, where structures~a, 1990! and ~b,
1987! from Table I are assumed for the comparison. Th
large deviations in ther 0~C–H! and u0~H–C–H! values of
the ~a, 1990! and~c, 1976! studies result primarily from the
use of mass dependent parameters in the~c, 1976! refine-
ment.

Considering the level of accuracy normally achieved by
ab initio structural predictions in multiply bonded systems
the DZP CISD, QZ(2d,2p) CCSD, and QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d)
CCSD~T! equilibrium data in Table I compare very favorably
with the high-precisionr e~I; ls-ABC! parameters. For the
bond lengths, the QZ(2d,2p) CCSD method happens to ex-
hibit a superior cancellation of basis set and electron corre
lation errors,147 the disparities inr e~CvO!, r e~CvC!, and
r e~C–H! being only20.0006, 0.0034, and,0.0001 Å, re-
spectively. The degree to which the DZP CISD results fortu
itously mimic the higher-quality QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T!
predictions is equally remarkable. The10.0055 and
10.0068 Å overestimations ofr e~CvO! and r e~CvC! at
the QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T! level of theory are very simi-
lar to the10.0063 Å error found for the cc-pVTZ CCSD~T!
bond length of carbon dioxide.115 Upon extending the one-
particle basis tospd fg quality by means of cc-pVQZ
CCSD~T! computations, the bond length error in CO2 is re-
duced to only10.0026 Å,115 the bulk of which is attributable
to core correlation effects.148,149 Indeed, for the multiply
bonded first-row diatomics N2, O2, CO, and NO, the magni-
tudes of the establishedr e contractions due to 1s correlation
2, No. 21, 1 June 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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are 0.0019–0.0023 Å.149 Proportionate reductions due to ba
sis set and core correlation effects are anticipated for t
QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T! error in r e~C–H! of ketene
~10.0024 Å!, as evidenced by another high-level theoretic
study of formaldehyde,116 inter alia. In summary, clear pre-
cedents exist to rationalize the systematic approach ofab
initio predictions from the QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T! equi-
librium geometry to the finalr e~I; ls-ABC! structure.

Finally, a few chemically significant observations re
garding the equilibrium structure of ketene are apt. The pro
imity of the r e~CvO! distances in ketene and carbon
dioxide138,150 is striking ~0.0003 Å!, these parameters being
coincident within experimental uncertainty. Ther e~CvC!
distance for ketene is 0.024 Å shorter than that fo
ethylene,99 and a comparison ofr z parameters suggests that i
exceeds the analogous length in allene by about 0.007 Å136

A similar perusal of carbon–hydrogen distances99,136reveals
that ketene and ethylene haver e~C–H! values differing by
less than 0.001 Å, whereas the bond length in allene
;0.006 Å longer. Certainly the most intriguing aspect of th
ketene structure is the occurrence of a valence bond angle
the methylene framework which is greater than 120° by
chemically substantial amount. This unusual phenomenon
not found in the related species formaldehyde,151 ethylene,99

allene,136 or C2n-constrained propadienone,152,153 although
diazomethane exhibits the effect to an even greater extent154

The significance of the largeH–C–H angle in ketene
appears to have escaped notice in previous spectroscopic
vestigations, particularly with respect to theue~H–C–H!
trend found in the isoelectronic series
~H2CvCvCH2 → H2CvCvO → H2CvNvN!. The
chemical origins of this trend are exposed if a natural bon
orbital ~NBO! analysis155 is performed on the RHF one-
particle density matrix computed with the 6-31G** basis
set.156 Drastic differences in electronic structure are reveale
by the representations of the two in-plane,p-type canonical
molecular orbitals~fi! in the basis of~s,p! natural bond
orbitals:

allene@ue~H–C–H!5118.27°#:

f8~b2!50.292p~C2vC1!

10.946~221/2!@s~C3–H4!2s~C3–H5!#, ~22!

f10~b2!50.951p~C2vC1!

20.291~221/2!@s~C3–H4!2s~C32H5!#;

ketene@ue~H–C–H!5121.78°#:

f8~b2!50.655p~C2vO1!

10.742~221/2!@s~C3–H4!2s~C3–H5!#, ~23!

f10~b2!50.753p~C2vO1!

20.648~221/2!@s~C3–H4!2s~C3–H5!#;
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diazomethane@ue~H–C–H!5126.20°#:

f7~b2!50.706p~N2vN1!

10.697~221/2!@s~C3–H4!2s~C3–H5!#, ~24!

f10~b2!50.703p~N2vN1!

20.703~221/2!@s~C3–H4!2s~C3–H5!#.

The numbering scheme of Fig. 2 is assumed in these equ
tions, and the geometric structures of allene136 and
diazomethane157 used in the 6-31G** RHF computations
were taken from experiment. The unmistakable feature of th
NBO reconstructions is the extensive delocalization ofb2
molecular orbitals which attends largeue values over 120°, a
consequence of strong hyperconjugative interactions of th
s~C–H! bonds with the in-planep network. To elucidate this
behavior further, the 6-31G** RHF data were extended to
include results for each molecule at each equilibrium angl
within the series. The variousERHF values were then decom-
posed according to the exact relation67

ERHF5(
i

occ

~hii1e i1 n̄ rep!52(
i

occ

l i , ~25!

wherei runs over the 11 doubly occupied spatial orbitals, the
ei quantities are orbital energies,hii denotes diagonal matrix
elements of the one-electron Hamiltonian in the molecula
orbital basis,n̄ rep is the nuclear repulsion energy partitioned
per electron pair, andli5~1/2!~hii1e i1n̄ rep! is the total en-
ergy attributable to ana or b electron in orbitali . The 2Dli
shifts resulting from increases ofu~H–C–H! with fixed bond
distances can be summed over symmetry species to yie
conformational energy changesDEl arising individually
from the (a1 ,b1 ,b2) orbital spaces. In this manner, the total
DERHF differences foru variations for a reference structure
were precisely partitioned into the consequences ofs~a1!,
pop(b1), andp ip(b2) orbital reorganizations:

allene u@118.27°→121.78°#:

2~Dl8 ,Dl10!5~27.0,21.8! kcal mol21, ~26!

@DEl~a1 ,b1 ,b2!;DERHF#

5@~118.13,28.86,28.86!;10.432# kcal mol21;

ketene u@118.27°→121.78°#:

2~Dl8 ,Dl10!5~146.0,258.0! kcal mol21, ~27!

@DEl~a1 ,b1 ,b2!;DERHF#5@~18.53,13.30,212.00!;

20.196# kcal mol21;

diazomethaneu@118.27°→126.20°#:

2~Dl7 ,Dl10!5~159.2,287.9! kcal mol21, ~28!

@DEl~a1 ,b1 ,b2!;DERHF#

5@~117.93,19.93,228.68!;20.765# kcal mol21.

As quantified in Eqs.~27! and ~28!, the delocalized orbital
f10~b2! of ketene and diazomethane provides an immens
driving force ~2Dl10! for u increase which is paramount to
, No. 21, 1 June 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8530 East, Allen, and Klippenstein: Anharmonic force field of ketene
overcoming not only nets~a1! andpop(b1) destabilizations
but also a sizeable compensating term~2Dl8,7! due to
f8,7~b2!. Accordingly, the total energy of these molecules
lowered asu is increased from the equilibrium angle of a
lene. No similar driving force exists in allene, where th
mixing of p~C2vC1! and ~221/2!@s~C3–H4!2s~C3–H5!# is
quite limited. Apparently, a near perfect resonance of t
occupied, in-planep component of the cumulated networ
with the antisymmetrics~C–H! bonding orbital is necessary
to generate a considerable propensity for widened methyl
angles, at least in the absence of inductive effects aris
from pronounced electronegativity differences.158 However,
this inference does not require that delocalization within t
in-planep space is necessarily enhanced asu increases. In
ketene, the mixture ofp~CvO! and s~C–H! in f10~b2! is
~53.4%, 45.1%! at ue5118.27° but is diminished to~56.7%,
42.0%! at ue5121.78°; nonetheless, in diazomethane th
mixing is increased from~44.8%, 53.9%! to ~49.4%, 49.4%!
as ue goes from 118.27° to 126.20°. Clearly the geomet
structures within the isoelectronic series~H2CvCvCH2
→ H2CvCvO → H2CvNvN! are manifestations of in-
tricate electronic structure effects.

XI. SUMMARY

The traditional but elusive spectroscopic goal of asc
taining a complete anharmonic force field which faithful
reproduces the detailed structure of the rovibrational eig
states of the penta-atomic ketene molecule has been pur
in this investigation by means of high-levelab initio compu-
tations subjected to a limited empirical scaling of quadra
parameters on the fundamental frequencies of isoto
ketenes. Accurate harmonic vibrational frequencies and q
dratic force constants of ketene are thus established and
sequently scrutinized for chemically significant features. T
physical origins of the associated anharmonicities are
posed, and the higher-order force constants of conseque
in the quartic force field are rigorously distinguished fro
those which have essentially no bearing on the vibratio
dynamics. Model diad and tetrad Hamiltonians are employ
to treat prominent vibrational resonances in first order a
deperturb the corresponding spectral bands. The assignm
of selected overtone and combination bands is examin
with particular focus on the implications for abnormal anha
monicity of modes involving substantial bending of th
CvCvO framework. The issue of vibration–rotation inte
action is explored; the relevant spectroscopic parameterai

are computed and decomposed into inertial-derivative,
harmonicity, and Coriolis components, the latter being im
mense for the interaction of CvCvO bending vibrations
anda-axis rotations. The determination of not only Coriol
but also quartic and sextic centrifugal distortion consta
from the final anharmonic force field provides standards
the assessment of physically realistic results from spec
scopic fits. High-resolution empirical rotational constants f
six isotopic ketenes are corrected for the effects of centri
gal distortion, electronic orbital angular momentum, and a
harmonic zero-point vibrations and subsequently used to
tract ther e structure of ketene; the small standard errors
the r e parameters suggest that ketene is now exemplary
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬10¬Jul¬2004¬to¬142.150.190.39.¬Redistribution¬subject
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the best determined molecular structures to date. Finally, th
electronic origin of the peculiar, widened methylene moiety
in ketene is revealed by a natural bond orbital analysis.

The anharmonic force field of ketene derived in this in-
vestigation provides the groundwork for first-principles theo
retical determinations of the rate constant for the dissociatio
of ketene as a function of total energy and angular momen
tum, insofar as more accurate computations of densities
high-lying vibrational states are facilitated in the application
of statistical reaction-rate theories to this exhaustively stud
ied chemical species. In companion papers,159,160 the rigor-
ous implementation of a variational RRKM formalism is de-
scribed which brings theory into quantitative agreement wit
recent state-to-state experiments. Such studies are provid
tests of unprecedented detail in the continuing developme
and refinement of unimolecular dissociation theories.
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